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Florida Court: NAACP
Can Challenge
Elimination of Racial
Preferences in
University Admissions
"One Florida" program,
which eliminated race as a
consideration in state col
lege
admissions,
and
"Talented 20" plan, which
guaranteed admission to
the top 20 percent of each
public high school's gradu
ating class.
The governor has said
the policy changes, made
in 2000, will increase racial
diversity in the state's uni
by Jackie Halliu
TALLAHASSEE (AP) versities and colleges.
The Florida Confe
- The Florida Supreme
rences
of Branches of the
Court ruled that the
National
Association for
NAACP can challenge the
Advancement
of
governor's elimination of the
Colored
People
argued
that
racial and gender prefer
ences in state university the rules were a startling
change in policy that could
admissions.
The 4-3 ruling over be made only by the
turned a 2002 decision by Legislature.
In September, the
the 1st District Court of
Department
of Education
Appeal that dismissed the
civil rights group's chal said minority students
lenge to Gov. Jeb Bush's made up 34.3 percent of
the total enrollment at the

11 schools, up from 32.1
percent in 1998.
In Thursday's opinion,
Chief Justice Harry Lee
Anstead wrote that the
appeals court had gone far
beyond a 1980 ruling by
the state Supreme Court
that outlined the standard
for when groups have the
right to challenge the
actions of government
agencies.
Anstead also wrote the
appeals court had been
inconsistent with its own
rulings since then because
it had allowed environmen
tal groups and professional
associations to challenge
agency rules.
The issue now returns
to the 1st District Court of
Appeal. The NAACP will
move ahead with the case,
said Dennis Courtland
Hayes, the group's general
counsel.
, -

"We
continue
to
believe diversity' is worth
fighting for," said Hayes,
who called the One Florida
policy "wrong-headed and
bad for education in this
country."
The governor's office
was still reviewing the
opinion, but Bush spokes
woman Alia Faraj said the
numbers show One Florida
has worked.
"We are seeing solid
results," Faraj said, adding
that minority students
made up 37 percent of the
incoming freshman class at
the state universities this
fall.
The percentage of
black university students
hasn't varied much, hover
ing at 14 percent for the
last few years. Statewide,
15 percent of Florida's pop
ulation is black.
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by Frances Pinckney

The
Highwaywoman
This is Part III in a Ft. Pierce.
series of articles about 26
She is currently living
African American land in Port St. Lucie. “One of
scape artists including one my daughters passed last
woman.
December, and I moved
Mary Ann Carroll, the here to take care of her
only woman of this group children,” she told The
of landscape painters, used Weekly Challenger during
bright and bold colors in a phone interview.
her paintings. A copy of
“Mary Ann Carroll was
one of her paintings in absorbed in the High
Gary Munroe’s book, The waymen lifestyle after
Highwaymen, depicts a watching Harold Newton
flaming twilight, gloriously paint a royal poinciana tree
glowing, spreading crim and make color come to
son and gold over the hori life,” Munroe wrote.
“I had been drawing all
zon. The “red-gold glow”
spills over into a body of of my life and had no idea
water in which a trio of that I could make a picture
palms and an islet of trees with paints and a brush,”
she said. “I saw Harold sit
and bushes are reflected.
“She reared seven chil ting by Eddie’s Place one
dren as a single parent day on E Ave. mixing col
while working as an artist, ors. He showed me how to
carpenter and church musi mix colors and helped me
cian,” Munroe wrote. She with my first painting,” she
is still painting, preaching added.
Harold Newton was
and raising some of her
grandchildren. She is now her favorite of the artists,
Elder Carroll, pastor of though she admired the
Foundation Bible Center in work of all of the artists

The amazing paintings of Mary Ann Carroll
and got along well with ognized by other artists not
them. “Harold was the first in the group as a great
of the Highwaymen and artist,” Elder Carroll said.
the best,” she said matter of She said that it was true
that Newton painted with a
factly.
She stayed in touch pocket knife, a spoon and
with Newton over the his thumb. “He painted
years. He had a stroke in amazing landscapes;”
1993 and remained in a
Carroll did some amazcoma until he died in 1994
Highwaywoman
at age 59. “Harold was reccontinued on pg. 5

Brown Endorses
Deutsch in Democratic Dr. Carter G. Woodson
Senate Primary------- — Museum-----------------------

Corrine Brown
by Ken Thomas
MIAMI (AP) - U.S.
Rep. Peter Deutsch picked
up the endorsement of a
key black member of
Congress and the state
Democratic Party's high
est-ranking woman in the
race to succeed Florida
Sen. Bob Graham.
Deutsch, of Pembroke
Pines, received the backing

of U.S. Rep. Corrine
Brown during a stop in her
Jacksonville area district.
Brown was among the first
black members elected to
Congress from Florida
since the post-Civil War
era and could help Deutsch
court black voters in the
August 2004 primary.
Deutsch told reporters
that Brown's endorsement
was "a real serious state
ment in terms of what I
expect to happen in August
of next year and November
of next year."
The
announcement
represented the latest jock
eying for position since
Graham said he would not
seek re-election. Former
state Education Commis
sioner Betty Castor pointed
to internal poll numbers

last week showing her with
an edge in the primary.
Brown said she was
encouraged to endorse
Deutsch by U.S. Rep.
Alcee Hastings, a black
Democrat from Miramar
who is exploring a Senate
campaign but could instead
seek re-election to his con
gressional seat. Deutsch
said he could not "con
ceive of any possibility that
(Hastings) and I would be
running
against
each
other."
"If
Congressman
Hastings gets in the race
then I'm sure he and
Congresswoman Brown
will have another conver
sation and hopefully they'll
have the opportunity to
continue to work together
as well," Turner said.

Deutsch and Brown,
two of the state party's
most senior members in
Congress, have a long his
tory together. Both were
elected to the Florida
House of Representatives
in 1982 and won seats in
Congress in 1992.
Brown said she wanted
to make an endorsement
early in the process and
thought Deutsch's frenetic
style would serve the party
well.
"Peter is hungry,"
Brown said during a con
ference call with reporters.
"He is going to do what it
takes to win and I think it's
Peter's time."

The Weekly Challenger Welcomes Our New Advertiser

More For Less Meats
All news must be submitted by Noon on
Friday, Noyember 21, for our Thanksgiving edition.
Subscribers:Please send renewals directly to:
The Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr. M.L.K. Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Artist’s rendition of the Dr. Carter G. Woodson Museum

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
A
new
African
American history museum
opens next summer in the
old Jordan Park community
center and museum direc
tor Camille Brewer plans
exhibits to attract children
and give them the same
love of museums as she
had as a child.
Development of a his
tory museum was request
ed by residents of Jordan
Park and is the last phase of
a federal Hope VI grant to
renovate that community.
There is approximately
$350,000 for renovations
of the old building and her
salary of $40,000 Brewer
said.
The building, at 2240
Ninth Ave. S facing inter
state highway 275 has bro
ken and boarded windows.
But a large sign with an
architect's drawing of what
the building will look like
when remodeled stands in

front of it. The St.
Petersburg
Housing
Authority held a contest to
name the museum and the
winning entry from teens at
the Frank Pierce Center
was the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African Amer
ican Museum in honor of
the man who started Black
History Month
Although there will be
a permanent collection
there will be no permanent
exhibits in the 4,500 square
foot building. They plan
"primarily
changing
exhibits, the space doesn't
lend itself to permanent
exhibits," Brewer said.
However, even if they
had more space the exhibits
would still change with
featured objects constantly
pulled out and replaced by
other artifacts.
"When you say permanent
exhibition too I'm thinking,
"I went to the historical
museum recently and
there's a display that will be

there and not going any
where.' We won't have a
space like that," Brewer
said.
Interim museum board
member Paul Lackey said,
"We planned it that way.
Because we wanted to have
it where the children when
they come in for our pro
grams they come in for
something brand new each

time."
So, the museum dou
bles as an educational
museum for children and
serves as a tool to benefit
the entire community,
Lackey said.
An emphasis on chil
dren is evident in Brewer's

Museum
continued on pg. 5
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Civil Rights Report
Wrong on Environmental
Justice Priorities----------A New Visions Comment
ary
Select
Steel, Inc.
couldn't build a steel mill in
Genesee County, Michigan
due to "environmental jus
tice" concerns. Now a fed
eral commission is suggest
ing that environmental jus
tice
regulations
be
strengthened,
meaning
more companies might also
find their expansion plans
disrupted.
To environmental acti
vists and policymakers,
"environmental justice"
means all communities
ought to receive equal
environmental protection
and regulatory enforcement
regardless of race, income
or culture. Controversies
related to the topic thrive
on the notion that minority
and economically de
pressed communities bear
undue environmental bur

dens due to their lack of
political clout.
Genesee County was
economically depressed
due to the closing of a
General Motors plant. The
overwhelmingly
white
population wanted the new
mill and the 200 jobs pro
jected to come with it. The
EPA and the Michigan De
partment of Environmental
Quality agreed the mill
would meet federal pollu
tion limits. Approval of the
new plant should have been
simple. It wasn't.
In 1994, President Bill
Clinton signed Executive
Order 12,898 to require
that the federal government
and federal beneficiaries be
mindful of environmental
justice concerns. Months of
environmental justice-re
lated legal challenges were
filed by activists against
the Select Steel proposal,

A Living Memorial to Cleveland Johnson
I "Stack Peoole Must Sell As Well As Buy, Else Remain x
In pursuit of the Amer
ican dream, The Weekly
Challenger newspaper was
founded over 37 years ago
with a desire to reach the
African-American com
munity, covering news rel
evant to that sector. In
1967, Mr. Cleveland Johnson took on the role of The
Challenger’s
Publisher,
working to make his dream
a reality - and he did it.
Maintaining
that
"Dreams Do Come True,"
Mr. Johnson recognized a
void, knowing the necessi
ty for a new direction.
Short on cash but long on
determination and hard
work, the foundation was
laid for one of the most

successful black enterpris
es in the Tampa Bay area.
Mr. Johnson’s motto was,
"Black people must sell as
well as buy, else remain a
beggar race."
"Be in control of your
own destiny1'—that was
Mr. Johnson’s philosophy.
In order to reach that level
of freedom, Mr. Johnson
stressed that one must sell,
and even more importantly,
sell what belongs to them,
in order to be successful,
"or else become a beggar
race."
Anything
less
seemed to only serve an
endless cycle of subjuga
tion, not only financially,
but emotionally as well. In
order for our community to

prevail, black-owned busi
nesses are the key.
Economic freedom can
be realized, as it was in the
past, as it has grown to be
witnessed now. At the
height of the Civil Rights
Era, -blacks owned and
operated businesses such as
restaurants,
hospitals,
schools, trade services,
markets, and more. That
surge has continued as we
cross over into a new. era,
although there is more to be
done.
The National Urban
League has reported that
during the 90s, "AfricanAmerican buying power
increased almost 73 per
cent." In a 1997 U.S. Cen-

sus Bureau report, statistics
showed that blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
goods such as food, cloth
ing, utilities and ap
pliances. A study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the black fam
ily earning $30,000 a year
spends as much as a white
family earning $50,000.
With so much spending
power, our community
must capitalize. Economic
freedom must be achieved.
The Challenger has
emerged from that dream,
emerging in the AfricanAmerican community as
the preferred provider for

advertising among various
interest groups. With a cir
culation base of about
25,000 around the Bay
Area and Central Florida, it
has become one of the
fastest growing weekly
tabloids in the southeast
region. Loyal employees,
dedication, and devotion to
maintaining high standards
of excellence in journalism
are forces that keep us in
touch with our community.
The Cleveland Johnson
vision is one that still lives
on. His goal: to impact the
lives of those throughout
the African-American com
munity in a positive way; to
dispel the disparaging
images unfairly cast, to cel-

------ebrate the power of a hard
working
people. For
"Cleve," as he was known,
The Challenger became a
symbol of triumph in the
face of adversity.
The Weekly Challenger
has survived the good and
bad, starting from the bot
tom, reaching the top.
Based in the tradition of a
strong philosophy, Mr.
Johnson’s dream has been
preserved, and now serves
as an example of what can
be accomplished by reach
ing for that goal of free
dom. "There is a reason to
read
The
Weekly
Challenger.”

An open Letter to Qur Young People
by Bernice Powell Jackson lion over the next decade.
We are living above our
To Our Young People,
We, who are your eld means and we have blown
ers, owe you the deepest , our household's budget by
apology.
An
apology a staggering amount which
because we, the Vietnam we have allowed to Occur
War generation, should even though we know we
have known better. We, the can't have tax cuts and war
civil rights generation, and decreasing employ
should have known better. ment without ultimately
We, the generation who paying a high cost.
We are leaving you a
paid back the last huge
American deficit, should national deficit which
have known better. We, the almost all economists
children of the children of agree, means that you, our
the Great Depression, children and grandchildren,
should have known better. will inherit higher interest
The fact is, we do know rates and slower economic
better, but we have refused growth. A national deficit
to act upon our knowledge which will make you vul
and our experience.
nerable to those nations
We owe you an apolo who are loaning our gov
gy for the legacy of a $500 ernment the money it needs
billion national deficit right now by buying its
which could reach $5 tril bonds. A national deficit

which will almost surely
mean that you will pay
more for the goods you
import in the future at the
same time that we just no
longer manufacture many
of these products ourselves.
A national deficit which
almost surely will mean
you will live with rising
inflation, which will not
bode well for you.
Because of our foolish
ness, you may well be the
first.
generation
of
Americans in our country's
history to have a lower
standard of living than your
parents.
We owe you an apolo
gy for leaving you a less
safe world - - for leaving
you a world where war is
seen as the solution to
problems of conflict. We

We owe you an apolo
owe you an apology for of war.
gy
for not eradicating
We owe you an apolo
starting a 21st century
racism
and sexism and
precedent of pre-emptive gy for pretending that the
strike by nations. We owe most important things in homophobia and for not
you an apology for the life are cars and houses and standing up for true democ
increase in small arms clothes and jewels and racy and real freedom and
manufactured and distrib electronic gadgets and justice for all of God's cre
uted throughout the world things of all sorts. For not ation. We offer you an
and for refusing to end the teaching you the words apology. Maybe you will
production of land mines. integrity and honesty and forgive us and maybe
We owe you an apology for charity by living them each together we can join hands
allowing religious funda and every day. For not pro to change this world, one
mentalism of all religions tecting you from sexual step at a time. Beginning
to make your world less abuse and domestic vio today.
Bernice Powell Jackson
lence, sometimes even in
secure.
is the executive minister of the
We owe you an apolo your homes and schools
Justice and Witness Ministries
gy for sending you - a new and churches. For not leav
of the United Church of Christ
generation of young men ing you a cleaner, more and serves as one of the five
and young women into sustainable environment officers of the denomination.
war. We know some will be and jobs with dignity and She has been an activist on
tragically killed and others worth. For not leaving you behalf of civil rights, women's
will be wounded. We know a society where health care rights and human rights
that none of them will ever is a right not a benefit and issues around the world for
be the same, after having where every American is more than a quarter of a cen
tury.
seen first-hand the horrors covered.

Another Problem in Iraq: How to Make Sure
Those Reconstruction Billions Aren't Lost —
proper oversight, means a
by Sonya Ross
lot of money will be lost.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) And if too much money
- As if preparing Iraq for a goes down the drain the
transfer of political power postwar Iraqi government
hasn't created enough prob will suffer as well.
"We have a sort of
lems, here is another one
for the United States: en ‘ obligate-it-and-forget-it’
suring that $20 billion in approach to a lot of this,"
reconstruction aid doesn't said Anthony Cordesman, a
vanish in the rush.
former State and Defense
U.S. officials now say Department official who
speeding up the power just returned from a visit to
transfer requires getting Iraq with a firsthand asses
Iraqis more involved in set sment of the reconstruc
ting the priorities for recon tion.
Among the problems,
struction — an idea the
Bush administration once according to Cordesman:
rebuffed. "There are lots of The United States does not
activities that they're al effectively monitor Iraqi
ready taking. Expect them perceptions of the recon
to take more," President struction, nor has it proper
George W. Bush's national ly assessed what rebuilding
security adviser, Condo jobs need to be done first.
leezza Rice, said last Also there are not enough
Thursday.
experienced experts in the
Many observers cau country to ensure the work
tion that the climate in Iraq gets done correctly, there is
is ripe for corruption. They still warfare and the civil
say moving reconstruction ian contractors who are
along too quickly, without there "are not about to go

into the field without an
armed escort."
"It is always wasteful
to half-fix something, or to
design a system which real
ly isn't all that good and
doesn't meet international
standards. But, if you need
something now, you may
be better off with the
mediocre rather than the
good," Cordesman said.
"Either trade-off I don't see
being made very well."
One suggested first
step is to create jobs that
put cash into the hands of
Iraqis, in order to check the
belief that the United States
intends to walk off with all
the wealth that reconstruc
tion will generate.
"The Iraqis look at the
plan and say ‘Hey, where is
this money going?’ " said
Adil Najam, who teaches
international negotiation at
Tufts University. "If you do
it right, and this becomes
something that suddenly
infuses lots of jobs, you

distract the people who
might, because they have
nothing else to do, be
tempted to do bad things to
us."
In late September,
when Bush was visiting the
United Nations, a senior
official said the administra
tion would not allow the
Iraqi Governing Council to
have greater say in how the
$20 billion in reconstruc
tion aid would be spent,
because the council was an
unelected body.
At the time, council
members including Ahmed
Chalabi, were pushing for a
greater voice in how the
money would be spent.
The bulk of an extra
$87 billion allocated re
cently by Congress will be
devoted to Iraq, and the
contracts this type of
money produces are be
yond the reach of many
companies _ particularly
those in other countries _
and beyond the compre-

leading the company to
build elsewhere. Com
menting on the campaign
against the mill, Congress
man James Barcia (D-MI)
lamented, "I can't under
stand it. They just don't
want economic develop
ment."
Commissioners of the
U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights recently endorsed a
staff report asking the fed
eral government to impose
stricter environmental jus
tice standards. The report,
however, is flawed because
it pits two critical needs of
disadvantaged communi
ties at odds with one anoth
er: environmental protec
tion and new job creation.

are an example. An econo
metric report conducted for
The National Center for
Public Policy Research
found that zoning restric
tions like those celebrated
in Portland, Oregon could
have prevented a million
households - a quarter of
them minorities - from
owning a home during the
1990s had they been
imposed
nationally.
Despite this new segrega
tion affecting the environ
mental justice constituency
most, it doesn't seem to
register much concern with
the Commission's staff.
Likewise, the econom
ic threat of restrictions
related to the unproven the-

ory of global wanning go
unaddressed. The National
Black Chamber of Com
merce commissioned a
study of the Kyoto Protocol
that found consumer prices
would skyrocket and an
estimated 1.2 million or
more blacks and Hispanics
would lose their jobs if our
government forced indus
try compliance with the
international
emissions
treaty. This also is not cited
by the Commision's report
as an environmental justice
concern.
The Civil Rights Com
mission is known for its
radicalism. Chairman Mary
Frances Berry, a liberal
Qnfiizict trip.H tn dp.nv Rush

Staffers who compiled the
report hold a dim view of
current environmental jus
tice efforts. Complaints,
they say, aren't processed
fast enough, and too many
are dismissed - even when
they are dismissed for the
right reasons. In the case of
Select Steel, an activist
cited in the report faults the
EPA for dismissing a com
plaint because the proposed
plant met pollution guide
lines.
Current environmental
justice policy, however,
doesn't address problems
the government's own rules
and regulations posed to atrisk communities. "Smart
growth" land use policies

hension of most American
taxpayers, said Lloyd J.
Dumas, an economist at the
University of Texas in
Dallas.
The Iraqis say they are
concerned that this money
will be mismanaged - for
example, they have com
plained that it was unneces
sary to train 35,000 Iraqi
police in nearby Jordan at a
cost of $1.2 billion, Dumas
said.
"The Iraqis said we
could have done it much
cheaper in Iraq. The French
and the Germans offered to
do it for nothing," Dumas
said. "We're spending mon
ey in Iraq like drunken
sailors. We're trying to cre
ate a democracy in Iraq,
we're trying to create a
competitive economy. We
have to use a process that is
competitive and open.
That's not what we've been
doing."
Another factor, said
Colgate University econo-

appointed commissioner
Peter Kirsanow voting
rights and staff support in
favor of a Clinton ap
pointee whose term had
expired. Bias in commis
sion reports can almost be
expected.
Those with power
should not be allowed to
improperly impose their
will upon others. Focusing
solely on business and the
whims of left-wing envi
ronmentalists while ignor
ing how government can
make life harder for the
disadvantaged, as this
report does, will produce
no relief.
Genuine environmen
tal justice reform must

mist Jay Mandle, is that
globalization has yet to
touch many Middle Eastern
economies, and that gives
rise to hostility. He sug
gested that the Bush ad
ministration play to its
strength - a head for busi
ness - to begin addressing
the problem.
"They come into power
with an ideology of free
markets," Mandle said. "If
there were a direct way we
could increase the prosper
ity of these regions, boy,
that's a less expensive thing
than $87 billion. Especial
ly now, when this thing is
so tainted, the only way to
get this turned around is to
say we're going to join with
the rest of the world in pro
moting economic modern
ization."
Sonya Ross covers for
eign affairs for The Asso
ciated Press in Washington.

focus on both environm
tai protection and prese
ing economic stabil:
Minorities, after all, n<
jobs just like everyone e!
But the U.S. Civil Rig
Commission is continu:
to pit environmental s
economic objectives
gainst each other. A
that's only going to furti
hurt those who are alret
hurting.
David LL Almasi is
executive director of 1
National Center for Pul
Policy Research, a Wa
ington, D.C. think tank. Cc

merits may be sent
DAlmasi @ nationalcenter.o
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA NEWS
Manatee County
Woman Killed While
Flagging Down Help—

Police Question Venice Man's Account of
Wife's Death------------ --------- —-----------------------

PARRISH (AP) - Last
week, a woman trying to
flag down help after her
car broke down was struck
and killed by another driv
er, troopers said.
Lori Ann Roy, 40,
walked toward a vehicle
that stopped in the south
bound lane of the road, but
then, for unknown reasons,
moved away from the car
and stepped into the north
bound lane, the Florida
Highway Patrol said.
Roy stepped into the
path of a Jeep belonging to

SARASOTA (AP) Police are questioning the
account of an 88-year-old
man who said he killed his
wife peacefully, with car
bon monoxide, to end her
suffering from Alzheimer's
disease.
Paul Armbruster told
detectives last month he
could no longer care for his
wife, Virginia Adele Arm
bruster, 82, who had been

48-year-old David Richard
Pitts, who was not injured,
said FHP Trooper M.P.
Sutherland.
The impact hoisted
Roy onto the hood and
then onto the pavement of
the road.
FHP troopers were in
vestigating the accident.
" You have to keep
your situational aware
ness," Sgt. Duane Cooper
said, "and stay out of the
roadway."
Parrish is about 25
miles south of Tampa.

Soldier from
Sarasota Injured In
Iraq------------------------SARASOTA (AP) - ago. He was not sent to
Last week, an Army ser Iraq until June, Hueter
geant from southwest said.
Florida was wounded
Ragan called from his
when a bomb exploded in hospital bed to let his
Iraq, killing two other sol mother and stepfather
diers.
know about the attack.
Staff Sgt. Ryan Ragan,
"He was groggy and
26, was hit in the upper left tired from his wounds,"
leg with shrapnel in an Hueter said. "He started
attack about 45 miles north out telling us, 'I'm OK, I'm
of Baghdad.
OK.'"
Family members say
Hueter said Ragan
Ragan was in a makeshift played down the explo
hospital in Tikrit and will sion, and it wasn't until the
be transferred to a military Pentagon called that they
hospital in Germany in a realized two other soldiers
were killed in the incident.
few days.
"That really got to us,
Ragan's
stepfather,
and
we're thinking a lot
Bob Hueter, said Ragan
grew up in Brooksville and about the parents of those
Sarasota before joining the others," Hueter said. "That
Army more than four years could have easily been us."
There Is A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger

released from a nursing
home on Oct. 22, the day
before she died.
He also told detectives
he intended to kill himself
with his wife, but his
attempts failed.
Detectives said prelim
inary tests show Adele
Armbruster died of suffo
cation. They say there were
red marks around her nose
and mouth, and cuts to her

wrist, neck, face, head, and
right hand and arm.
Detectives doubt Paul
Armbruster's original ac
count of the killing in a re
quest to search the Arm
bruster home in Venice.
"There were no find
ing which supported the
cause of death to be from
carbon monoxide poison
ing," the request said. "The
victim had hemorrhaging

all consistent with suffoca
tion."
The report also con
cluded none of the injuries
found on Adele Armbrus
ter's body could have
caused her death, but said
they "may indicate a strug
gle."
The autopsy results are
not final, but sheriffs Lt.
Richard Mottola said the
preliminary results raise

questions.
Tom Kelly,, CEO of
Village on the Isle, the
nursing facility Adele Arm
bruster left on the day she
was killed, said she was
scheduled to be moved to
another facility. There is
some dispute over whether
that facility - Bon Secours
Venice Hospital -reneged
on the decision to take
Adele Armbruster, , or

whether her husband never
brought her there.
Kelly said Paul Arm
bruster seemed to be a de
voted husband who doted
on his wife in the two
weeks she was in his facil
ity.

Southwest Florida Diocese Votes to Protest
Gay Bishop----- -------------------------------- - --------by Vickie Chachere
BRADENTON - Rep
resentatives from south
west Florida's Episcopal
churches voted to allow
parishioners and individual
churches to withhold a por
tion of donations that go to
the national church in
protest of the ordination of
a gay bishop.
The money withheld
by the Episcopal Diocese
of Southwest Florida will
be redirected to the
church's mission in the
Dominican Republic and
used to build churches,
schools, health clinics and
aid orphans there, said
Bishop John B. Lipscomb.
Lipscomb was one of
19 bishops who opposed
the consecration of New
Hampshire priest V. Gene
Robinson, saying it is
inconsistent with the teach
ings of the Episcopal
Church. Robinson, who
was consecrated Nov. 2,

has said he hopes people
who disagree with his con
firmation will remain with
the Episcopal Church.
On a voice vote, the
majority of the 279 clergy
and lay persons serving as
delegates from 79 churches
approved the resolution.
About a dozen delegates
were opposed, some call
ing it a compromise that
did not go far enough in
expressing anger at Robin
son's consecration.
The
Rev.
Frank
Creamer of All Saint's
Church in Tarpon Springs
said his congregation
wanted a stronger stance.
He said Robinson's selec
tion goes against the
church's interpretation of
scripture and to "ignore
scripture is unconscion
able."
"There are some
things more important than
the appearance of unity,"
Creamer said.

Delegate Tom Vaugh
an of St. Catherine's
Church in Temple Terrace
said the issue wasn't worth
debate.
"I may be making this
too simple, but Christ said
to love your neighbor as
you would yourself,"
Vaughan said. "I don't
think this issue is worth
everyone tearing them
selves apart over."
Other dioceses nation
wide are protesting Robin
son's selection, which
occurred despite wide
spread objection that it was
contrary to the Episco
palian faith.
The delegates meeting
at Christ Episcopal Church
had initially considered a
proposal that would have
allowed Lipscomb to redi
rect all of the diocese's
contributions currently ear
marked for the national
church - expected to be
about $429,000 next year -

to the Dominican Republic
mission.
Instead, a group of del
egates offered the compro
mise that allows each of
the diocese's 36,000 mem
bers the opportunity to
redirect the portion of their
contributions which would
flow to the national church
and
allow
individual
churches to do the same.
The resolution is only
binding for a year, a time in
which church officials
have urged there be contin
ued dialogue about the
church's stance on homo
sexuality and the recogni
tion of same-sex unions.
Lipscomb said the
compromise allows those
who want to protest the
national church's actions a
means to do so, while not
alienating those church
members who felt Robin
son's consecration was an
important step forward for
the church.

"What many people in
our convention were ask
ing for was for a way for
their voices to be heard,"
Lipscomb said.
The vote came on the
divisive issue after nearly
two hours of polite discus
sion, at times interrupted
by Lipscomb so he could
report the score of the
University of Florida foot
ball game.
But despite the con-

genial atmosphere, some
delegates said they were
angry or disappointed at
the result. One delegate
said that if he were a
younger man, he'd leave
the church for another de
nomination.
The delegates repre
sented churches from
Brooksville south to Marco
Island, and the Gulf Coast
east to Plant City, Arcadia
and LaBelle.

WASHINGTON D.C.
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Ebony Scholars Committee Recognizes Local High Achievers
by Janan Talafer
Challenger Correspondent
The Ebony Scholars’
First Annual Achievers
Luncheon on Saturday,
Nqv. 15 recognized nine
African Americans in St.
Petersburg who have made
an exceptional contribution
to society. The honorees
were Robert Anders, Mi
chelle Dennard, Cedric
Gordon, Calvin Harris,
Roy James, Rev. Louis
Murphy, Doris Swangles,
Elder Clarence Welch and
Al White.
U.S. Congressman Al
cee Hastings, who has had
a distinguished career as an
attorney, civil rights acti
vist and judge, was the
guest speaker at the lunch
eon. Hastings was appoint
ed by former President
Jimmy Carter in 1979, and
was the first African
American federal judge in
the state of Florida.
“Through the Achiev
ers Luncheon, we hope to
create an annual program
that recognizes outstanding
people for what they are
doing to make this commu
nity a better place to live
for everyone," said Vyrle
Davis, president of the
Ebony Scholars Commit
tee. "Our community hon
orees have gone far beyond
the call of duty in giving
back to the community
through their professional
and volunteer activities."

The Ebony Scholars
Committee is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to
encouraging African Amer
ican students to achieve
academic
excellence.
Since 1984, the Ebony
Scholars Motivational Pro
gram has annually recog
nized elementary, middle
school and high school stu
dents for their commitment
to success. The Ebony
Scholars Academic Club
motivates students to strive
for excellence by pursuing
college or post-secondary
educational opportunities.
Students participating
in the Ebony Scholars pro
gram helped coordinate the
Achievers
Luncheon,
which gave them an oppor
tunity to develop their con
fidence and leadership abil
ities, said Davis.
Allen McClellan, stu
dent president of Gibbs
High School, opened the
program, while Alphia Mo
rin, student secretary of St.
Petersburg High School
welcomed guests. Justin
Clarke, a student at Gibbs
High School presented the
invocation and benedic
tion, and Mojeh Adams, a
student at St. Petersburg
Catholic High School in
troduced
Congressman
Hastings. Students Jerrod
Douse, Joylynn Grier,
Ramon Snow, Anthony
Langhorne, Michael King,
II, Jason Conage Pough,

Jason Conage Pough presents the Rev. Louis
Murphy with his award

Shaneka Everett presents Doris Swangles with
her award
photos provided by Vyrle Davis

Shaneka Everett, Safiya
Miller and Anthony Dudley
introduced and recognized
each community honoree.
Robert Anders retired
in 1992 from a long career
with the Pinellas County
School System, serving
first as a choral and band
director and then assistant
principal for Boca Ciega
and
Lakewood
High
Schools. He is currently
music director for the
Alumni Singers and part of
the music ministry of Faith
Memorial Baptist Church.
He helped spearhead the
development of Academy
Prep Center for Education
and was a co-recipient of
the Liberty Bell Award
sponsored by the St. Pe
tersburg Bar Association.
Michelle Dennard be
gan her career with the

Pinellas County School in
1987, providing speech to major in 1992 and is
services at two local ele now the Southside District
mentary schools. She was One Commander. Major
then promoted to training Gordon received the Sons
specialist at the district’s of Allen 2002 Hero of the
professional education de People Award and is the
partment. In 1998, Ms. host of a weekly radio
Dennard was selected to be show, "Police and Com
one of the district’s first munity Perspective." He is
area achievement special a school mentor and mem
ists and in 2003, she was ber of the 500 Role Models
elected the first African of Excellence Steering
American President of the Committee.
Calvin Harris is a Pi
Pinellas Classroom Teach
nellas County Commis
ers Association.
Cedric Frank Gordon is sioner. He was first ap
a major in the Uniform pointed by the late Govern
Services Bureau of the St. or Lawton Chiles in 1997
Petersburg Police Depart to fill an unexpired term,
ment. Since joining the and since then has been re
police force in 1981, he has elected twice. He is in
held many assignments, volved in many community
including patrol, vice and activities, including the
narcotics, and special oper Board of Directors for Bol
ations. He was promoted ey Center for Behavioral

Health Care, Boy Scouts of
America, Department of
Juvenile Justice-District V,
Family Service Centers,
and more. He is presently
chairman of the Pinellas
County
Youthmapping
Council and the Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority
Board.
Roy James is a regis
tered investment financial
specialist with his own
firm, The Roy James Insur
ance and Financial Ser
vices, Inc. He is a member
of the National Association
of Security Dealers and the
Pinellas County Associ
ation of Insurance Agents
and Financial Advisors.
James is involved with
many non-profit organiza
tions in the community and
has been a supporter of the

Ebony Scholars Club since
its inception.
Rev. Louis Murphy is
pastor of Mt. Zion Pro
gressive Missionary Bap
tist Church, which has
grown to more than 3,000
members under his leader
ship, making it the largest
African American congre
gation in St. Petersburg.
He is actively involved in
civic groups, and is an
executive board member of
Boy Scouts of America,
West Central Florida Dis
trict; a board member of
the Pinellas County Urban
Leader; and vice president
of the Kiwanis Club of St.
Petersburg.
Doris Swangles has a
long history as a communi
ty activist. She was elected
as the Jesse Jackson Dele
gate to the Democratic
National Convention in
1988 and was later appoint
ed by the Florida Demo
cratic State Commission as
a delegate to the 1992
Democratic National Con
vention. She has served for
10 years as a district leader
for District #55 and a pre
cinct captain in Precinct
#226. She is a founding
member of the African
American Voters Research
and Education Committee.
Elder Clarence Welch
was a science teacher in the
Pinellas County School
System for more than 29
years before his retirement

in 1986. He is currently
pastor of Prayer Tower
Church of God in Christ
and vice chairman of the
board of directors of Hos
pice of the Suncoast of
Florida. He is also an ac
tive volunteer with the
Crisis Committee of Pi
nellas Technical and Voca
tional Education Center,
the Board of Directors of
the Urban League and one
of the founders of the
YMCA
Neighbor-toNeighbor program.
Albert White is a de
tective sergeant with the St.
Petersburg Police Depart
ment. He graduated among
the top three in his class at
the Pinellas County Police
Academy, and has served
in various divisions since
that time, including patrol,
traffic, vice and narcotics
and
homicide/robbery
squad. Sergeant White is
presently the Robbery Unit
sergeant. He received the
Ned March Award in 1994
from the Rotary Club, pre
sented to two police offi
cers each year for their out
standing accomplishments.
A mentor with the 500 Role
Models of Excellence,
Sergeant White is also
active with African Amer
ican Voter Research and
Education
Committee,
NAACP and the Urban
League.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
St. PeTersburg
Welcomes CasT
and Crew of
Cirque Du Soleil
by Evelyn Klopp
Challenger Correspondent
Cirque Du Soleil cast
and crew members visited
St. Petersburg last week to
promote their touring show
Alegria, which is sched
uled to arrive here Feb. 19.
Mayor Rick Baker wel
comed the group at a press
event Nov. 13 at the Vinoy.
The touring show
Quidam was so successful
when it came through St.
Petersburg last year; the
Cirque Du Soleil company
knew that Alegria would
be well received.
"Coming
to
St.
Petersburg is just great for
us," said Reggie Lyons,
publicist for the North
American
Tour.
"Obviously, we have to
find communities that are
culturally and artistically
minded, and there seems to
be an appreciation for that
here." ,
Alegria premiers in St.
Petersburg on Feb. 19.
They will set up a big-top
tent—complete
with
heat/air and real bath
rooms—in the Tropicana
Field parking lot for the
performance. Traveling
Cirque Du Soleil shows
are very different from
permanent shows like "La
Nouba" in Orlando. "La
Nouba" has a permanent
building with a specially
built stage setting. Alegria
truly takes their show on
the road with 50 trucks and
about 1,000 tons of equip
ment.
"A permanent show
has a much larger space,"
Lyons said. "The very back
seat in this show is only 70
feet from the stage. It’s a
unique and intimate expe
rience. You’re almost part
of the show because you
are so close to everything."
Founded in 1984,
Cirque Du Soleil currently
has nine shows—five tour
ing and four permanent.
Each offers a unique theme
and experience. "Alegria"
is a Spanish word for ela
tion, joy and jubilation.
The show is set in a king’s
garden and the perform
ance combines music, the
ater and artistic and athlet
ic feats to raise the ques
tions "What if it was the
king’s fool who made
sense? What if the young
were old and the kings
were clowns? What if you
were king?"
The idea behind the
Cirque Du Soleil shows is
to encourage audience
members to use their imag
inations and dream about
all the possibilities, said

USF Homecoming King
is Great Role Model-----

Donald Byrd

Alegria artistic coordinator
Ria Martens.
"None of the shows
have a story line because
we want the audience to
experience it in their own
way," said Martens.
Martens describes the
"Alegria" setting as ele
gant and the characters as
dynamic. "The bird char
acters have these elaborate
costumes and heavy make
up," she said.
At the promotional
event at the Vinoy last
week, Denys Tolstov per
formed a part of his hand
balancing routine. Tolstoy
has been with Cirque Du
Soleil for two years. He
began training in the circus
arts at age 8 with a focus
on hand balancing. His
mother was a circus per
former, too. Tolstoy said
he is looking forward to
the show in St. Petersburg.
"Alegria" cast and
crew have taken the show
around the globe, to places
across America, Canada,
Japan, Europe, Australia,
New
Zealand
and
Singapore. Gaston Elie,
who performs in the syn
chronized trapeze duet,
said he is looking forward
to their future trip to
Florida.
"Different countries
and people have different
reactions,"
Elie said.
"Americans are one of the
best audiences we have.
They clap, and they really
get into it."
"Alegria" tickets are
still available and may be
purchased
through
Admission Network at 1800-678-5440 or online at
ww w.cirquedusoleil .com.

Due to the Thanksgiving Holiday,
News Deadline Is 4 P.M. Friday

TAMPA - Donald
Byrd always dreamed of
going to the University of
South Florida (USF). He
had two friends who
already went to the school.
And growing up in Miami,
he felt Tampa wasn’t too
close or too far away from
home.
When Byrd applied to
USF, he didn’t get accept
ed right away but had to
attend a summer program
put on by the university’s
Student Support Services
(SSS). Students in the pro
gram take two classes and,
if they maintain a 2.5 GPA,
they are allowed to attend
the university in the fall,
but with strict supervision.
Now, the 22-year-old
is set to graduate from
USF with a bachelor’s in
Africana Studies and a
minor in Leadership and
Choreography. He aspires
to go to graduate school at
USF and eventually work
in the SSS department, a
career he has already start
ed by currently working as
a peer counselor and advi
sor for the summer pro
gram that helped him get
into USF.
Byrd is very active at
the university. He’s a
member of the Golden Key
Honor Society, historian
for his fraternity, Alpha Phi
Alpha Inc and vice presi
dent for ELK (Eternal
Legendary Kings), a com
munity service group. He
is also a Big Brother in the

Big Brother/Big Sisters
program.
While a student at
USF, Byrd organized Total
Kaos, a dance group that
has performed on campus
and at several clubs and
churches in the Tampa Bay
area. The group has even
traveled to Atlanta to per
form and is planning a trip
to Jacksonville in February
to perform at Stanton Col
lege Preparatory School.
When asked what he
likes best about USF, Byrd
said the diversity.
"Someone once said
that USF is the face of
America, and I truly be
lieve that. Everyone here is
so friendly and wellrounded."
After
Byrd
was
crowned
Homecoming
King at last week’s Mas
querade Ball, the first per
son he called was his
mother. "I always knew he
could do it; he’s such a
good person and very well
liked," said his mother
Shirley.
Byrd said he had a
great experience serving
on
the
Homecoming
Court. Besides being inter
viewed by Phyllis P.
Marshall, former director
of the student union and
the building’s namesake,
he says he was in the com
pany of USF’s finest stu
dents? "What a way to go
out," Byrd said. "I’d rec
ommend serving on the
court to anyone."

Pinellas County
Education News

THIS &
THAT

Jane Gallucci was nellas County for 10 years.
elected chairman of the She serves on the Florida
Pinellas County School School Boards Association
Board this past Tuesday Board of Directors. Cook
morning. Board members served on the Florida PTA
elected Carol Cook vice Board of Directors for nine
years, during which her
chairman.
Gallucci was elected service included vice pres
to the school board in 1996 ident for region and coun
and re-elected in 2000. cils and vice president for
Before becoming a board leadership. She has served
member, she was a guid on several task forces for
ance counselor for Pinellas the Florida Department of
County Schools for nine Education. Cook is a for
years. Gallucci holds a mer president of the Pi
bachelor's degree in psy nellas County Council of
chology and education and PTAs and continues to be
a master's degree in family active in her church and
therapy and guidance. She community.
Other board members
has extensive training in
quality management. Her are Lee Benjamin, Nancy
community activities have N. Bostock, Mary L. Tyus
included School Advisory Brown, Linda S. Lerner
Committee, PTA and and Mary L. Russell.
For more information,
YWCA board.
Cook was elected to contact Ron Stone, associ
the school board in 2000. ate superintendent for hu
A graduate of the Uni man resources and public
versity of South Florida, affairs, (727) 588-6273.
she taught school in Pi

(823-6092)

Pinellas County Reaches
Out to Families in Need
on Thanksgiving —------- by Trade Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Across the country, mil
lions of Americans will
settle down to a piping hot,
home-cooked meal and
give thanks for the bless
ings that have been be
stowed upon them.
Meanwhile, countless
others will not have the
luxury of a taste of turkey
and all the trimmings.
But, there is hope for
the holidays for families
who do not have money
for a Thanksgiving meal.
An array of agencies
and dedicated volunteers
will repeat their annual rit
ual of serving up good
food, along with a side
dish of fellowship to the
less fortunate.
Thanks to their gen-

Star 16
FEATURING
• B.J.:

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit

5am-10am

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best

in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

10am-1 pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

• MICHEALT:

Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLES: Take you

back home with your favorite

blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires

FOR Advertising Call
Donza DrUmmOnd, Sales Manager
727N21N947

Hairstyling

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Serving CTimya (Bag Since 1976

Office: 327'WRXB (9792) *
2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

erosity, thousands of Pi
nellas County families
who have fallen on hard
times will be able to fill
their bellies this season.
Families In need of a
meal on Thanksgiving day
should check out the agen
cies below:
North County:
St. Vincent DePaul,
1345 Park Street, Clear
water, (727) 441-3950,
Time: 9 a.m. -11 a.m„ Eli
gibility: Anyone
Neighborly
Senior
Services, 13650 Stoneybrook Drive, (727) 5739444, Time: 10:15 a.m. 12:30 p.m., Eligibility:
Current clients receiving
Meals on Wheels services.
South County:
Salvation Army, 3800
9th Avenue North, St. Pe
tersburg, (727) 323-2222,
Time:Noon - 2 p.m., Eligi
bility: Anyone
St. Vincent DePaul,
757 Arlington Avenue, St.
Petersburg, (727) 8213446, Time: 11 a.m. - !2:30
p.m., Eligibility: Anyone
People That Love
Mission, 817 5th Avenue
North, St. Petersburg,
(727) 525-4789, Time: 3
p.m., Eligibility: Anyone
Pilgrim Church Heri
tage Hall, 6315 Central
Avenue, St. Pete, (on bus
routes 3 and 35), Time:
Noon and 4 p.m., Eligi
bility: Anyone

HIRES
We accomplish our
goals by courage and
meekness not by fear and
weakness.
We must be devoted
to putting one foot in
front of the other, no mat
ter how rough the ground
or how dark it may be.
• Those who learn to
direct their patience, hu
mility, wisdom and faith
toward a single goal or
live with one single pre
occupation at a time will
one day look back on
years of memories of
marvelous happiness and
cheers.

by Mabel Cooper
WHO IS GOD?
God is like Coke He’s the real thing.
God is like Pan Am He makes the going great.
God is like Bayer As
pirin - He works wonders.
God is like Pepsi He’s got a lot to give.
God is like Tide - He
gets the stain out that oth
ers leave behind.
God is like Ivory Soap
- He is 100% pure.
God is like Dial aren’t you glad you know
Him? Don’t you wish ev
erybody did?
God is like Saturn you expect more from
Him, and you get it.
God is like Allstate you’re in good hands with
Him.
God is like Sears - He
has everything.
God is like AlkaSeltzer - try Him, you’ll
like Him.
God is like Hallmark
cards - He cares enough to
send the very best.

beautiful b’date cards and
phone calls from her oldest
son, Charles Lang, who
lives in Atlanta, Ga., and
her daughter, Regina Davis
who lives in Los Angeles,
Calif., and a visit from her
son, Al M. Evans, of our
town. All wishing her love
and happiness on her day
and wishing her many,
many returns of the day.
Essie’s b’date was Oct. 30.
Al Murphy’s was Nov. 5
and his son’s, Marvin Ealy,
who lives in Clearwater,
was Nov. 10.
Al also received gifts
and monetary gifts. In the
coming year - Johnnie and
Essie - I am wishing you
the happiness your friend
ship gives to me.
AND NOW
I would be remiss if I
let this birthdate slip on by
without ‘nary a word about
my friend Barbara Norris’
past birthdate which was
around the first of Novem
ber the something. Hi Bar
bara - happy belated birth
day.
Now and then when
you need real understand
ing, when you need some
one to care, when you need
someone to listen, a friend

OOPS! I GOOFED!
Belated
birthdate
wishes to all of you. I did
not forget your birthdate.
You all were just sneaky
and had them when I was is always there. In all the
n’t paying attention. I hope ways that really count - I
can always count on you.
they were happy.
Johnnie Jenkins of May this birthdate be just
Hillside Dr. and 55th the wonderful start of a
Street South and a grand wonderful year for you.
:j: sj:
son, Todrick T. Jenkins,
AND NOW A BIT OF
celebrated their birthdate
Oct. 16 with Johnnie’s five
HUMOR
Two little old ladies
children and spouses,
Jewel J. Brown and each bought a VW Beetle.
Earnest, Sharon T. Thomas One said, “I just looked
and the Rev. Dannie under the hood, and I don’t
Thomas, Brenda J. Jenkins have an engine.” The other
and son Machel and replied, “Not to worry. I
Barbra White with her just opened my trunk, and
friend Jimmie Lane.
there’s an extra one. in
Also, four grands, sev there. You may have it.”
en of Johnnie’s great
grands and those not at
A police lieutenant, in'
tending the celebration an attempt to find out
phoned them from Atlanta, which of the suspects in
Ga., to wish their grand the lineup was the real
mother and Todrick happy bank robber, said, “I want
birthdate! It was a joyous each of you to repeat after
time for the Libras, and all me, “Put all your money in
enjoyed the yummy birth this bag or I’ll shoot,’”
date cake along with ice when one of the group
cream and punch.
quickly
yelled
back,
THEN
“That’s not what I said.”
*****
Scorpio Essie Evans,
Johnnie’s sister’s birthdate Until next write around,
“Be careful what you
was Oct. 30. There was no
pray
for. You might get
birthdate party but still a
it!”
happy time for Essie. She
said she received loads of
STAY LOOSE!
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The Premier Black College
Football Experience
Once again the road to
the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference
Football
Championship ends in
Orlando, on Nov. 22, and
the nation’s #1 black col
lege sporting event is the
place for the showdown.
The Walt Disney World
Florida Classic is the
largest attended Minoritysporting event in the na
tion. It is the essential
black college experience.
Florida A&M Univer
sity

"Marching 100”

FAMU's
marching
band has been credited for
not less than 30 innovative
techniques which have
become standard operating
procedures for many high
school and collegiate
marching band programs
throughout the nation. Pen
chant for precision demon
strated in every aspect of
its performance is a key to
the success of the "100."
”100” History

Highwaywoman
from front page---------ing work herself. Another
one of her paintings is a
seascape with rolling
waves of emerald waters
topped with whitened
foam. Clouds are slightly
darkened
with
light
spreading beneath along
the horizon. The wind tip
toes through nearby palms
as the waves lash over a
mass of rocks.
“It was a great experi
ence being a part of this
group of artists,” she said.
SHer was accepted overall
by the group - gender was
not an issue. “I was one of
few who had a car, and I
transported some of the
artists to locations to sell
their paintings. It was sort
of a two-way payoff,” she
laughed. “They taught me
to sell, and I provided them
transportation.”.
When Carroll took her
paintings to Okeechobee to
sell her art, she knew good
and well that the area was
known as “redneck” town.
Segregation was in full
swing in Florida and
throughout the south.
She lived and painted
her landscapes for the most
part in “blacktown,” Ft.
Pierce, and she reckoned
that she could sell a few
paintings in “redneck”
town. And that she did.
“Nobody tried to beat
me down,” she chuckled.
“But some acted like I
wasn’t good enough to be
among them,” she added
somberly. Still her land
scapes appealed to them,
were good enough for
them to buy.
Elder Carroll
set
straight a bit of informa
tion that Munroe wrote
u about her. She said that the
statement indicating that
she went from house paint
ing to landscape painting is
not a direct quote of hers.
“Of course, I have
done a little house painting
and a whole lot of house
cleaning. I did any kind of
honest work to take care of

my children.”
As for the name
“Highwaymen” which was
assigned to this group of
virtually unknown artists,
Carroll said that many of
the artists did not like the
name because of its
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"The Pride”

Ranking high among
the many proud traditions
of Florida A&M Univer
sity is the highly acclaimed
Marching "100" band. The
first band at this institu
tion, formerly named the
Florida A&M College, was
organized in 1892 under
the tutelage of P.A. Van
Weller. From a meager
store of 16 instruments, the
Marching "100" has grown
to over 360 members. This
organization has been pol
ished and refined to perfec
tion for the past 104 years
under the guidance of its
directors:
P.A. Van Weller, I SOTISOS; Nathaniel C. Ad
derly, 1910-1918; Leander
A. Kirksey, 1930-1945;

“crook” connotation. “But
I know I’m not a crook. I
know who I am,” she said.
Robert Butler and Liv
ingston Roberts are two
who approved of the name.
Butler, who lived in Okee
chobee and had a brief
association with the Ft.
Pierce area artists, stated in
the video, “The name is
appropriate - a romantic
name for this group of peo
ple.”
Munroe’s account of
The Highwaymen does not
indicate any competitive
spirit among the artists.
Apparently the consensus
of the group is that Newton
and Hair were the best.
Livingston Roberts is
quoted by Munroe as say
ing, “I wanted to be a
painter, one of the best.”
However, there was a
bit of competitiveness that
Elder Carroll spoke of not
regarding art. “I told
Alfred Hair that I planned
to buy a Mark IV Lincoln.
I described it to him, and
he beat me to it. Alfred
Hair bought the very same
Lincoln, she exclaimed.
She was so “put out” with
him that she bought anoth
er make of the Lincoln.
Surely, there were other
Mark IV Lincolns in other
colors. “Of course there
were, but if I can’t be first,
I won’t be last,” she said
emphatically.
And though Carroll
was the first and only
woman landscape painter
of The Highwaymen, one
gets the feeling that this
confident,
outspoken
woman held her own
among her male col
leagues. She also held
them in high respect, de
fended their painting tech
nique when compared to
Albert Ernest Backus, a
white landscape artist who
was named to the Florida
Artists Hall of Fame and
mentor to some of the
Highwaymen artists.
She told Monroe that
“mental snapshots of
views of the land were
their own, and they were
not working in a copycat
manner of Backus. We had
different experiences.”
Elder Carroll, painter
and preacher, is in the
process of moving her
church. “We are getting a
building for our church,”

The Marching Wild
cats are a 256 member unit
which includes a corp, of
instrumentalists, the "So
phisticate Flag Corp," and
the "14 Karat Gold Dan
cers." Known as "The
Pride," the band strives to
bring the finest in half-time
performances to viewing
audiences.
In his sixth year direct
ing, Donovan Wells feels
good about this year. He
cares deeply for the band,
and knows that many
members become annoyed
at him daily, but at the end,
they all appreciate what he
put them through. He
looks forward to seeing the
determination in their eyes
at the beginning of each
performance. "They know
they are going to go out

she said. “I don’t get paid
for my ministry, I just want
to win souls to Christ.”
She is Munroe’s video
preaching and singing. Her
delivery of a sermon is
powerful, but all sermons
are not preached from pul
pits. Her paintings are
visual sermons - all bright
and filled with light and
bright blended colors.
A line from James
Weldon Johnson’s poem,
“The Creation,” comes to
mind as I look at one of her
sun-drenched paintings:
“And God rolled the light
around in His hands until
He made the sun...” Mary
Ann Carroll mixed and
blended her colors and
rolled them around on can
vas with a magic touch of
brush and made beautiful
landscapes with bright and
shining light.
In a phone conversa
tion with Renee Mills,
Carroll’s daughter who
lives in Tampa, she said,
“My mother is an incredi
ble woman with incredible
talent. When I was a little
girl, I must admit that I
was a little embarrassed
about my mother being an
artist, because artists were
thought to be poor, ‘starv
ing’ artists,” she laughed.
“I commend my mother
for hanging in there and
raising seven children all
by herself.”
And, has any of her
mother’s artistic talent
rubbed off on Renee? She
laughed and said that she’d
tried her hand at painting,
but there is no significant
signs of spillover from her
mother’s painting skills.
However, she said that her
mother is very proud that
all of her children are edu
cated and have successful
careers.
Mary Ann Carroll
paints daily when possible.
She is proud to be a part of
The Highwaymen, a group
of black landscape artists
who painted on location
and at home from memory
and imagination. Her
daughter is in the process
of setting up a website for
information and sales of
her mother’s work. She
said that some artwork by
Highwaymen are on dis
play at the African Art Gal
lery in Tampa.

and do a good job, because
they are ready. It gives me
a good feeling inside!"
stated Wells.
"There is something
here, that is genuine, all
colleges do not have it",
concluded Wells after
coming off the band field
from practice.

National
Family Week at the
Sanderlin Center —
ST. PETERSBURG The Sanderlin Center staff
asks the community to
come out and celebrate
National Family Week.
The event takes place on
Saturday, Nov. 22 from 10
a.m. - 1 p.m. This annual
celebration focuses on the
philosophy that "strong
families are the center of
strong
communities."

Scheduled activities in
clude an essay and art con
test, reading groups,
games, prizes, food, and
more.
The Sanderlin Center
is located at 2335 22nd
Ave. S., St. Petersburg. For
more information, please
call Mamie Hall at (727)
321-9444.

Reaching OuT: A Community
Forum on Homelessness-----ST. PETERSBURG Eckerd College Homeless
Outreach (ECHO), a stu
dent organization at Eck
erd College in St. Pet
ersburg, will host its annu
al community forum on
Saturday, Nov. 22, from 14 p.m. in Fox Hall on the
Eckerd College campus
(4200 54th Avenue South).
"Reaching Out: A Com
munity Forum on Home
lessness" will focus on
community action and
homelessness.
Guest
speakers include: Pat
Henry, professor of sociol
ogy at Eckerd College;
Jane Egbert, executive
director of the St. Peters
burg Free Clinic; and
Kathy Mitchell of Pinellas
County Social Services.
Homelessness issues will
be addressed in a student
produced documentary and
during student moderated
group discussions. This

event is free and open to
the public.
Local advocacy agen
cies, including Suncoast
Haven of Rest Rescue
Mission, Center Against
Spouse Abuse (CASA),
the St. Petersburg Free
Clinic, and many more,
will be in attendance.
Volunteer opportunities
with these organizations
will be made available.
Refreshments will be
served. Call (727) 8648814 or e-mail Rebekah
Fuller at fullerrs@ eck
erd .edu for more informa
tion.
"Reaching Out" will
provide an opportunity for
community discussion on
the issues facing the home
less and how one can work
with other St. Petersburg
residents for change. Ap
proximately 3,200 Pinellas
County residents do not
have adequate shelter on

any given night. Some of
the issues facing these
individuals involve access
to shelter, food, transporta
tion, health care, clothing,
toiletries, and employ
ment. Homelessness is a
serious, growing problem
in our community.
Many local service
organizations acknowl
edge the needs of the
homeless population and
offer assistance to strug
gling individuals on St.
Petersburg’s streets. These
outreach groups work dili
gently to provide tempo
rary shelter, food, and
health services to our dis
advantaged
neighbors.
However, due to limited
funds and personnel, they
rely on contributions from
members of the communi
ty to continue providing
these services. What can
you do to help?

Museum

entity as well, since she
arrived here in the mid1980's.
"There are several
people who have a collec
tion of paraphernalia, his
torical paraphernalia arti
facts that they would like
to' see maintained," Mid
dleton said. "I think there
are several willing to do
nate. I think there are sev
eral who probably want
their pieces back but they
recognize the value of
sharing them."
Brewer said that loan
ing objects to the museum
for special exhibitions is
one way that people can
participate in the museum.
They can also donate ob
jects to the museum. Many
people donate objects to
museums and their names
are listed on the card that
describes the object when
it is exhibited.
"One woman contact
ed me from the Florida
Humanities Council and
she wants to donate a tick
et stub for example that
was for, it was called the
colored entrance, it was
the third day for the coun
ty fair in Hillsborough,"
Brewer said.
Because this is a histo
ry museum rather than an
art museum they will col
lect historical objects pri
marily, rather than art
objects, except in cases
where an art object had an
historical theme, Brewer
said.
Also, the primary em
phasis of the museum is
the history of African
Americans in St. Peters
burg although they plan to
explore the history of

African American's in the
state and national issues
too. If they organize an
exhibition on African
American workers on the
railroad here in St.
Petersburg another city
might like to show the
exhibit and the amount of
money paid would offset
the cost of the exhibit,
Brewer said.
Until their space is
renovated they have no
place to store objects and
have not started to collect
things for exhibits yet,
Brewer said. However, she
is willing to look at histor
ical objects now and offer
expert tips on how to pre
serve things. People can
reach her at (727) 3233171 extension 353.
Also, they plan to
begin a membership drive
in January and need volun
teers to help. They will
have a spectrum of mem
berships available — indi
vidual, family, student,
senior — especially for
children to become mem
bers. "That's one of our
biggest focus is that we are
going to be available for
the children all the time,"
Lackey said.
"I think it's important
that you start including
children in the whole
aspect of the program and
when they become an adult
it's not a foreign thing for
them to be a member of a
museum," Middleton said.
"I'm an example of
that, going at three or four
years old I remember that
clearly, going to museums
that was part of what we
did as a family," Brewer
said.

from front page_______

groundbreaking plan to use
teenage docents.
Most docents are re
tired because museums
rely on volunteers and
retired people have the
time to volunteer. How
ever, children relate better
to people closer to their
age so Brewer said she
plans to recruit teens as
docents. "Children drive
attendance to museums."
Lackey said, "We're
hoping also to have a few
children that are going to
be apprentices at the muse
um. And then they can
work that into some sort of
interest in going to the uni
versity."
"Parents
probably
need to know what's avail
able so they can encour
age," board member Leon
tyne Middleton said.
Museums employ pho
tographers,
librarians,
archivists and handymen
to build things, along with
public relations people,
educators and conservators
with an interest in science
and painting. Both the
University of Florida and
Florida State offer muse
um studies programs.
Young people should
know there are career
options in the arts with
"meaningful
salaries,"
Brewer said.
Middleton said that
when the Hope VI project
came along there was a
real interest in an historical
museum from the Jordan
Park community. But she
had earlier observed sever
al efforts in the larger com
munity to develop such an

Clearwater
News
Clearwater's New
High Tech WaIer
TreatmenT Plant
Begins Supplying
Water-------------------CLEARWATER - In
keeping with the City of
Clearwater's commitment
to provide safe, high quali
ty drinking water, a new $8
million water treatment
plant equipped with stateof-the-art technology is
now supplying drinking
water to city residents.
The new plant uses re
verse osmosis, an ad
vanced filtering process, to
remove dissolved minerals
from groundwater. The
plant will produce water
less expensively than if the
City purchases the water
from regional authorities.
Drinking water produced
by the plant will meet or
exceed all water quality
standards set by state and
federal authorities.
"These changes to our

water processing system
will benefit our customers.
We are producing a higher
quality water and by using
our existing groundwater,
we will reduce our reliance
on regional water supplies,
and will be in a better posi
tion to control future water
costs," said Public Utilities
Director Andy Neff.
Although most resi
dents will not notice any
change in their tap water,
some may notice slight
variations in color and
taste. To minimize any
possible effects, the new
water is being introduced
in phases to the water sup
ply system. Please call
(727) 562-4600 if you
have further questions or
would like more informa
tion.

Volunteers Needed
for North Clearwater
Beach Clean Up-------CLEARWATER - The
city's Neighborhood Ser
vices Division is seeking
volunteers to help clean up
the North Clearwater
Beach Neighborhood Sa
turday, Dec. 6, from 8
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. The
focus of our efforts will be
to cover the area from
Acacia Street north to the
1000 block of Eldorado
Avenue.
"Our goal is to keep

our beach community
clean and beautiful," said
Neighborhood Services
Manager Jan Smith. "This
neighborhood effort is a
great way to get involved
in a worthwhile project."
Volunteers will meet at
the Clearwater Beach
Recreation Center, 69 Bay
Esplanade. For further
information, call (727)
562-4772.

New High-Tech
Devices AssisT
Clearwater Fire and
Rescue Crews-------CLEARWATER
Clearwater Fire and Res
cue's Emergency Medical
Services division recently
purchased and is using ten
high-tech, wireless hand
held Personal Digital As
sistant (PDA) devices for
Advanced Life Support
rescue vehicles. These de
vices, similar to Palm
Pilots, will keep rescue
crews up to date on proto
col and procedural opera
tions.
The PDAs provide de
tailed medical reference
information,
Pinellas
County's Medical Opera
tions Manual, drug behav
iors and interactions, and
Weapons of Mass Destruc
tion protocols. With the
help of the City's Infor
mation Technology depart
ment, Clearwater Fire and
Rescue is the first fire
department in Pinellas
County to provide such
devices on all its Ad
vanced Life Support res
cue vehicles.
Prior to the acquisition
of this tool, these proce
dures and protocols were
kept on the vehicles as
hard copies and could not

be readily updated. With
these PDAs, updates occur
automatically, each time
the handheld is "hotsynched." Wendy Cason,
Lieutenant Rescue/Paramedic, said, "The devices
provide the best way to
keep crews up to date.
They are small, conven
ient, and very current."
The department is also
looking to expand the use
of the devices to include
fire procedures. It will help
determine water flow, fric
tion loss of water running
through a fire hose, and
fire stream information.
The department is consid
ering uploading its Stan
dard Operating Proce
dures, as well as emergen
cy contact information for
local organizations, to as
sist people who may need
additional non-medical
services.
The project spawned
from an idea from Lead
Medic Jayson Lynn and is
a direct result of his
efforts.
For more information,
contact Clearwater Fire &
Rescue at (727) 562-4334.
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Commitment
This column writing is
no easy task, sometimes.
You, my loyal readers,
have come to expect and
rely on your Love Doctor
to entertain and enlighten
you. That is a serious re
sponsibility. This week
really put me to the test.
The Love Doctor really
doesn't feel like writing,
this evening. You see, yes
terday, we celebrated
"Boo's" birthday. I had to
buy a gift. (I always buy
gifts at the last minute.
That's when I'm in the
mood.) Had to do a few of
those extra nice things
around the house. (Didn't
want Boo going into one of
those "I'm not appreciated"
depressions) and had to
entertain parents and sib
lings last night. Too much
food, too much drink and
up too late!
Well, anyway, my pre- *
sent desire to be someplace
else (like lying on the
couch) and my determina
tion to keep my word to my
editor have inspired this
week's column. The topic is
"commitment". That's pro
nounced "COE MITT
MEANT" for those of you
who are unfamiliar with the
term. If you fear it, muster
the courage to stick around.
We're not going to ask you
for any; just going to help
you understand how it
might improve your life.
Guess what readers!
Lots of folks have just laid
down the paper or turned
the page. "Commitment"
terrifies some people.
Others simply have no use
for it, since they are only
looking for a few thrills,
and someone to be their

amusement park. Needless
to say, both of these types
should be avoided unless
you enjoy pain.
Hey, wait a minute.
You know I might actually
be able to help you check
out
your
"significant
other". I'll bet that you can
use this week's column to
measure a person's attitude
toward commitment. Try it.
Give this issue to your test
subject and ask that person
if he or she would check
out the Love Doctor col
umn and tell you what its
about this week. If they tell
you its about commitment
and say nothing else, they
probably have no interest
in any commitment. They
were turned off by the word
"commitment" and stopped
reading as soon as they dis
covered the topic of the
column.
But if they should
come to you with a sly
smile, asking whether or
not you were trying to test
them, be encouraged.
There, is hope that you are
dealing with someone who
is not avoiding commit
ment. (You don't have to
admit that you were testing
them, they have no way of
proving that you read the
column before they did.)
Let's move on. Com
mitment is a decision to
succeed combined with a
willingness to improve
oneself. It really doesn't
matter whether you are
embarking on marriage, a
new job, business, college
or any new challenge;
without commitment, you
are doomed to failure.
Sometimes, due to circum
stances beyond their con

trol, even committed peo
ple fail, but uncommitted
people almost always fail,
even when circumstances
are not difficult.
Let’s try to understand
just what is involved in
commitment. Any true
commitment can be broken
down into two parts: a
decision to succeed and a
willingness to improve
oneself. The first part of
commitment, the decision
to succeed, is not as simple
as it seems. When you
decide to succeed you must
also decide to do every
thing that is required for
that success. It's easy to say
"I want to get a college
degree," but its another
thing to say "I want to do
everything that is necessary
to get a college degree;
study, write papers, get to
class on time, deal with
professors' attitudes, etc,
etc..." The same is true with
relationships. When you
decide to commit yourself
to a relationship with a
lover, you must decide to
make it succeed. You must
decide to do whatever you
must do to help it succeed.
So many of you people
enter relationships, even
marriage, the same way
that many freshmen enter
college. They shop for a
wardrobe. They attend ori
entation and lunch, are
present in the halls, and the
student union, and make all
the parties but are gone
after the first semester.
They went to college, but
they never committed
themselves to those some
times difficult and tedious
task that are required to be
successful. (Then they
blame someone else for
their failure, "Yeah, she
could have given me those
five points") You must
decide to do the work that
success requires.
I really don't know
most of my readers, per
sonally, but do I know at
least one thing about each
and every one of you. Not
one of you is perfect! Hell,
I'm not even perfect and

I'm the Love Doctor. (Else,
I wouldn't be writing this
column in the middle of the
night). All of us have lots
of room for improvement.
This room for improve
ment should be considered
a gift. Imagine if you could
never hope to be better than
you are now. Some of you
would be doomed to some
pretty miserable lives, but
such is not the case. We all
can become better than we
are.
This is the key to the
second part of commit
ment. I once saw an atti
tude expressed on a T-shirt
worn by a particularly
"bad" little boy whose
mother was dutifully drag
ging him around a shop
ping mall. On the T-shirt
was written, "God's not fin
ished with me yet!" What a
truth! If only we would all
adopt that saying as our
attitude toward ourselves.
We would accept the possi
bility for improvement in
ourselves. We could hope
for a better future. We
could set higher goals for
ourselves. We could achieve more for ourselves
and those we love. We
would accept the necessity
for change in our lives,
because guess what! The
only way to improve any
thing is to change it.
Many relationships fail
because the folks involved
are too busy finding faults
with one other, rather than
spending time looking for
ways to improve them
selves. If you look for ways
to improve yourself, two
things will happen to im
prove your life. First you
will find many ways to
improve your relationship,
business or your perform
ance on the job or in
school, simply, by becom
ing a better you. Second,
you will see so many
imperfections in yourself
that it will become easier to
accept the imperfections of
others.
Well, there we have it.
Done! I have kept my com
mitment to you and my edi

tor and I feel pretty good
about myself. Hmm, I won
der if "Boo" is sleeping yet.
"His Way Works" is a col
lection of similar articles, by
the "love doctor" in an
indexed book form and is
available online at www.lloyddennis.com or at many fine
bookstores. Lloyd Dennis is
available as a speaker; email
him at ld@lloyddennis.com

Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health CenTer
Appoints New
Managing Director

Good

Health
Is
Immeasurable

DOH Secretary
Announces Youth
Physical Activity and
Nutrition Survey
Results---------- -----------Florida Department of
Health (DOH) Secretary
John O. Agwunobi, M.D.,
M.B.A., announced the
results of the Youth Phy
sical Activity and Nutrition
Survey. These results indi
cate self-reported behav
iors of middle school stu
dents in Florida. Con
ducted in the spring of
2003, it is the first survey
of its kind.
"As the Governor’s
Task Force on the Obesity
Epidemic evaluates the
causes and health and eco
nomic impact of over
weight and obesity in
Florida, these results shed
light on a number of likely
contributing factors to the
obesity epidemic in our
youngest citizens," said
Agwunobi. "In order to
address this epidemic we
must encourage healthy
lifestyles in our youth."
Results from the sur
vey include:
• Fewer than half of
middle school students ate
breakfast every day during
the previous seven days.
• Nearly half of stu
dents ate at a fast food
restaurant on two or more
of the previous seven days.
• More than one third
of middle school students
have access to fast food in
school.
• Thirty-nine percent
of middle school students
did not go to physical edu
cation classes at all during

an average week at school;
45 percent went to physi
cal education classes five
days during the average
school week
• Youth with lower
grades (mostly C’s, D’s or
F’s) were more likely to
participate in no physical
education classes during
the average week
• Seventy-two percent
of middle school students
usually went home right
after school. When they
got home, 49 percent
watched television, went
online or played video
games; 29 percent talked
on the phone; 46.6 percent
did homework.
• Two thirds of middle
school students watched
television two or more
hours on an average school
day; 45 percent watched
television three or more
hours on an average school
day.
• Seventy-six percent
of middle school students
watched television, played
video games or used the
computer for fun for 3 or
more hours on the average
school day.
• Seventy-six percent
of middle school students
have a television in the
room where they sleep.
Youth who have a televi
sion in the room where
they sleep were nearly
twice as likely to watch 3
or more hours of television
on the average school day.

Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center has named
Cheryl Robinson as the
managing director of its
new health care facility at
the historic Mercy Hos
pital site. Most recently,
Robinson served as a nurse
recruiter for Bayfront
Medical Center.
"We’re delighted to be
working with Cheryl," said
Tracy Payne, president of
Community Health Cen
ters of Pinellas, parent or
ganization of the Johnnie
Ruth Clarke Health Center.
"Her expertise and profes
sionalism will be a tremen
dous asset to Johnnie Ruth
Clarke."
In her new role,
Robinson will oversee the
operations and staff of
Johnnie
Ruth Clarke
Health Center, as well as
serve as liaison with its
community partners.
"I’m so excited to
serve in this position," said
Robinson, a St. Petersburg
resident for more than 20
years. "I have a strong
sense of community, and
one of my top priorities is
to ensure patient satisfac
tion."
Robinson received her
bachelor’s and master’s of
science in nursing from
Seton Hall University in
New Jersey. She taught
nursing for a decade before
joining Bayfront Medical
Center in the 1980s. At
Bayfront, she spent most
of her career as director of
women’s and children’s
services.
Involved in our com
munity, Robinson has been
the medical coordinator for
the National Youth Sports
Program at Eckerd College
for the past five years. She
also serves on the advisory
boards for St. Petersburg
College
and Pinellas

Technical Education Cen
ters. Robinson is an elder
at Trinity Presbyterian
Church, and has two
daughters and a stepson.
Scheduled to open in
early February, the new
Johnnie
Ruth Clarke
Health Center is the latest
beacon to rise on St.
Petersburg’s
reclaimed
22nd Street. The clinic will
offer adult and pediatric
primary and urgent care,
including expanded servic
es such as: obstetrics, den
tal, pharmacy, behavioral
health, patient education
and community outreach.
A $100,000 grant from
The Blue Foundation will
be used to fund a portion
of Bayfront’s contribution
to the center: diagnostic
services, which will in
clude on-site radiology,
ultrasound services and
health education programs.
Add Your Voice
The Mercy Commun
ity Advisory Group meets
the third Thursday of every
month at 6:30 p.m. and is
open to the public. The
next meeting is scheduled
for Nov. 20 at the Church
of God at 825 20th St. S.
For more information,
please call Veronica Hub
bard at (727) 327-9803,
ext. 13.
About the Project j
Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center, in partner
ship with Bayfront Medi
cal Center, the City of St.
Petersburg and several
other organizations, has
been working for several
years to relocate the
Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center to the his
toric Mercy Hospital site.
The center, designed to
meet the primary health
care needs of the Midtown
community, is scheduled
to open in early February.

Please Support Our Paper by Patronizing
Our Advertisers
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When They’re Needed Most

MID PENINSULA JEAFOOUl

YOU WILL LOVE
OUR FRESH
FRIED OYSTERS...
GUARANTEED!

12 ON THE
DINNER
9.99

MARKET & MJTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM.
Sunday ... Gone Fishiri1

COMES COMPLETE WITH
COLESLAW, CORNPUPS;
CHOICE OF FRIES OR RICE

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

We have a long way to go. So let us
hasten along the road, the road of
human tenderness and generosity.
Groping, we may find one another's
hands in the dark.

. FOR OVER 21 YEARS

8SSSSSS
(ZotHfien&ectioK & 'P'fP

rfccefit

Emily Green Balch
1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

Patricia Williams
MA15717

We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MAS SAGE

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
CCempasstC'D & Ccrniui’nr'f
3727

(727) 586-4432 • www.thehospice.org

328-7600
Central Avenue

LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869
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ENTERTAINMENT
JAH

HampTon House of
Jazz Grand Opening
• Everyone's destination to great entertain
ment
WONDERFUL, MAR
VELOUS, SPECTACU
LAR, PRIME, SUPERB!
Those are the words used
when describing the grand
opening last Friday night
(Nov. 14) of THE HAMP
TON HOUSE OF JAZZ,
Central
Avenue,
St.
Petersburg.
Rose and
Marcus Hampton have
truly outdone themselves
by opening one the finest
restaurant jazz clubs in the
Tampa Bay area. Rally
around folks, there’s a new
landmark in town atop the
building where the new
club is located. It’s a bright
and classy lighted sign illu
minating the clubs’ name.
For us Jazz Lovers it’s a
sight to behold.
The Hampton House of
Jazz grand opening was
like a Hollywood premiere.
There were lots of celebri
ties in the House. What
also made the scene remi
niscent of a Hollywood
event, was how the
Hamptons arranged to have
reservations
for
the
evening checked at a table
placed strategically out
side, next to the entrance
way. Photographer cam
eras were flashing, guests
were lined up, chatting
cheerfully, and everyone
was in great spirits, antici
pating what was to turn out
to be a jazzy and glorious
occasion.
? Folks were arriving in
their Cadillac’s, Infinities,
Porsche’s, and of course,
there were plenty of

Mercedes’ among other
sleek foreign imports.
Many of the ladies were
decked out in their evening
finery and the gentlemen
were "dressed to the nines".
Nonetheless, there was a
genuine mix of attire with
some
guests
wearing
evening casual wear. In
essence, all in all, the
guests were looking mighty
chic.
A few minutes before
the official grand opening
by the cutting of the ribbon,
the Hamptons held a group
prayer with the musicians,
waiters and waitresses. It
was truly a moving and
memorable sight.
That
scene was as the Hamptons
behavior and attitude
towards their employees
had always been indicated
tome. Everyone employed
by them is family. That’s
how the Hamptons have
always operated. That’s
how the Hamptons intend
to continue to operate. As
one big happy family,
working together with two
objectives in focus: "Great
Jazz and Great Food". Red
and black were the colors
of the evening with the
waiters and waitresses
wearing red tops and black
pants or skirts. Their attire
corresponded to the club
decor. They looked good!
A special GRAND
OPENING NIGHT MENU
included lots of delicacies
consisting of three courses
- First course: Spring salad
with choice of 5 dressings;

Rose and Marcus Hampton, Owners
photo by Rassi

Balcony view of The Hampton House of Jazz Grand Opening festivities
photo by Rassi

Second course: hand made
meatballs in brandy sauce
served with yellow rice
medley (peas, onions &
peppers.) Third course:
Caribbean Soul, deep fried
boneless chicken with
Jamaican seasoning (spicy)
served with sweet potato,
white
potato
medley
topped off with mango
slices, coconut, and nuts.
For desert, guests were
served Karl’s gourmet
cookies.
Rose Hampton was

diligently handling things,
walking around making
sure everything was work
ing right, whispering-out
instructions to the waiters
and directing the waitress
es. While all of this was
going on, Marcus Hampton
was busy making a sound
check and preparing the
band for a swinging first
set.
The Hampton House of
Jazz Band was comprised
of Marcus Hampton, trum
pet and flugelhom, Henry

lndependent Black Film Festival
Extends Deadline for Entries----• The early-bird registration rates are available through Dec. 10
ATLANTA-The Inde
pendent Back Film Festi
val, where the lines blur
between entertainment and
technology, films and vi
deo games, promises to
bring together minds from
digital technology, music
videos, feature films and
video games for a week of
panels, cultural events,
screenings and socializing.
The Independent Black
Film Festival will bring
something that’s been lack
ing in the urban film, tech
nology and music in
dustries - the ability for in
dividuals in these different
businesses to interact
through an official forum.
To that end, the festival

will include screenings of
full-length feature films,
short films and a special
animation movie category
in tribute to the emerging
urban 3D animation and
gaming markets. The ex
ploding popularity of video
games, technological ad
vances and a new wave of
digital artists exploring the
narrative aspects of the
game genre have all but ob
literated the lines between
video games and movies.
Panel discussions will
include topics such as,
“The Independent Spirit:
An Urban Perspective for
Filmmakers of Color,”
“Careers in Entertainment:
From Hollywood to Atlan-

ta,” “The Global Impact of
Urban Film,” “Hip Hop as
Vehicle for Change in the
Movie Industry,” “Tech
nology and Filmmaking:
How Technology is Revo
lutionizing Filmmaking”
and “Marketing vs. Filmmaking - Soul of the Film
Industry.”
Within the festival, En
tertainment Arts Research
& Digital Solutions will
provide professional train
ing courses of the SOFTIMAGE® XSI® software,
a subsidiary of Avid Tech
nology, in response to the
accelerating demand for
trained urban animators
and gamers on the indus
try’s leading nonlinear 3D

production environment.
In true Atlanta style,
the Independent Black
Film Festival will feature
nightly
entertainment
events that will allow par
ticipants the opportunity to
mingle with colleagues in
the unique party atmos
phere that only Atlanta can
provide.
“We hope to grow this
entire week into making it
a true destination for peo
ple of color from all over
the world,” Festival Direc
tor Daymon Bradford said,
emphasizing the signifi
cance of holding the event
during King’s Birthday
week.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS
Zf

shared on this special
evening that nowadays
happens too seldom. Good
Jazz, Good Food, and
Good People in the mix.
Sitting in with the band
was the most talented jazz
vocalist Rose Bilal, vocal
ist Dan "Scatman" Heine,
and on guitar, the former
president of the Al
Downing Tampa Bay Jazz
Association, Vincent Sims.
The club has a balcony
area, and while viewing the
band from above, I noticed
a woman snapping her fin
gers and moving her head
in time with the beat of the
music. It happened to be
Jane Covington, who along

Ashwood,
saxophone,
Herbert Carr, keyboards,
Kenny Walker, bass, Bob
Thomas, guitar and Ron
Greg, drums.
They had the Hampton
House audience patting
their feet and snapping
their fingers from the very
first musical number to the
last. Most of all, and quite
obvious to those present,
the entire audience had
smiles on their faces that
lit-up the room. There was
a mutual feeling being

with husband Harrison had
driven over from Tampa.
When I asked her if she
was a jazz fan, she stated
excitedly "Oh man, you
can see that I am. We’re
thrilled, so happy, this is
wonderful that this is hap
pening. We came over from
Tampa with a group of
friends..." Her friends,
four other couples seated at
the table behind her, were
smiling and laughing,
apparently very happy to

be a part of this St.
Petersburg gala happening.
The Covingtons said
they hadn’t known about
Hampton House of Jazz
when it was located in
Tampa. They said that as
members of the Suncoast
Dixieland Jazz Society,
they had learned about the
Hampton House event
through Marcus Hampton.
He had played a concert the
week before, and while
they were speaking with
him, he infotmed them of
the grand opening.
Others in the audience
from St. Petersburg were
Captain and Mrs. John G.
Graham. Captain Graham,
a local maritime consultant
informed me that he was a
long-time jazz fan and felt
that he and his wife just
couldn’t miss this once-ina-lifetime great event. All
the while, Mrs. Graham
was enthusiastically nod
ding her in agreement.
The well-known disc
jockey, Jimmy Lyons was
also part of the Hampton
House of Jazz first
nighters. Lyons co-hosts
one of the top "straight
ahead, bebop and tradition
al jazz radio programs in
the Tampa Bay area.
Partnering with Michelle
Drayton, they share the role
of host of the Charles Vann
Memorial Jazz Club Show,
WMNF Radio 88.5 FM, on
Saturday 6-9 PM. Lyons,
who is also the President of
the Tampa Jazz Club,
expressed his hopes that
the
opening
of the
Hampton House of Jazz
was a sign of a strong con
tinuance of great jazz in the
St. Petersburg area.
Also, in the Hampton
House was John Warren.
Warren is a jazz fan and is
also the Hamptons’ new
landlord. He spoke to the
audience as a special guest
speaker, wishing success
for the Hamptons and stat
ing how he foresees great
happenings in the Central
Avenue
area of St.
Petersburg. He says they

have been working dili
gently trying to turn the
area around finding a good
mix of people, and a good
mix of restaurants and
operators. He feels they
have achieved this objec
tive. He refers to this area
of Central Avenue as the
"E.D.G.E.", an acronym for
"Everyone’s Destination
For Great Entertainment"
or "Entertainment, Dining,
Galleries, Etcetera".
Take notice! You Jazz
Fans and lovers of good
eateries, now that we have
a great new restaurant and
classy jazz club in our
midst that’s definitely "top
shelf", let’s be responsive
and support it. We cannot
complain about the lack of
good restaurants, good jazz
music, and good businesses
in our community, if we do
not go out and support the
Hamptons.
Rose and
Marcus Hampton our hats
are off to you!
The
entire
St.
Petersburg
Community
wishes you SUCCESS, in
your new business endeav
or.
The clubs’ regular
hours are: Jam session
nights
Wednesday
(Youth) and Thursdays
("Pro") 4 PM to 10 PM.
Fridays and Saturdays fea
turing guest musicians - 3
PM to 1 AM. Sundays 2
PM to 9 PM; closed
Mondays/Tuesdays.
UPCOMING
JAZZ
EVENTS: Happenings in
St. Petersburg:
Sunday, Nov. 23, 7
p.m., Henry Ashwood’s
jam
session,
Club
Excalibur; Hampton House
of Jazz - Thursday jam ses
sion, Friday & Saturday
guest musicians. Sunday,
No< 30, Al Downing
Tampa
Bay
Jazz
Association and the City of
St. Petersburg present the
Billy Pillucere Quartet at
Club Excalibur, 3 p.m.

Essence Music Festival Celebrates 10
Years of Empowerment, Music and
Motivation---------------------------------------- --------NEW YORK - Es
sence
Communications
Partners (ECP) announced
recently that plans are un
der way for the Essence
Music Festivals 10th Anni
versary. The Festival will
take place over the 2004
4th of July weekend, July
2,3 and 4, in New Orleans.
For the first time in the 10year history, a special dis
count ticket package is
available.
Known as “the party
with a purpose,” the Es
sence Music Festival offers
festivalgoers the best in en
tertainment and empower
ment. This multi-genera
tional event is the largest
annual gathering of African
Americans in the United
States.
During the day, fans
attend the empowerment
seminars which are held in
the Ernest N. Morial Con
vention Center and are free
to the public. The seminars
feature renowned speakers,
authors and national lead
ers.
The Convention Center
is also home to the Essence

Marketplace, an area that
offers Louisiana cuisine,
unique gift items, sponsor
activities, festival sou
venirs and a book fair with
author book signings.
In the evening, festi
valgoers dance and sing
along with the biggest
names in entertainment,
rhythm and blues, jazz,
classic soul and neosoul on
five stages within the Lou-

isiana Superdome.
“The Essence Music
Festival is an extraordinary
event that one must experi
ence in order to believe,”
said Nicole Wright, pro
ducer and general manager
of the Essence Music Festi
val. “We’re working hard
to ensure that the 10th An
niversary will follow tradi
tion and become the ulti
mate family affair.”

Special 10th Anniver
sary ticket discount pack
ages are available until
Dec. 31. Tickets are subject
to
additional
service
charges. Festivalgoers can
visit ticketmaster.com or
call (800) 488-5252, (504)
522-5555 (New Orleans) or
(225) 761-8400 (Baton
Rouge).

Star items Of The

week

• Sliced Honey
Haml2oz.
21S3.00
* Mix & Match
Frozen Dinners
(Pork, Chicken &
Beef)
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COME SEE US AND SAVE!!!!
More For Less Meats
1035B Dr. Martin LuTher King Jr. St. S.

Monday - Friday
9:30 am - 5:00 pm

(Corner of 10th Avenue South)

Saturday

(727) 892-9390

8:00 am - 1:00 pm
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SPORTS NEWS
Buccaneers (4-6) and Giants (4-6) Meet SPC Men, Women Go in Different Ways
on Monday Night Football —------------------ on Court--------------------------------- -------------- H
TAMPA - The Giants
lead the all-time series 9-5,
but the Bucs have won two
of the past three meetings,
including a 20-3 victory in
1998 at Raymond James
Stadium. The teams first
met in 1977, a 10-0 Giants
win in Tampa. New York
claimed the most recent
meeting, a 17-13 win in
Tampa in 1999.
MONDAY NIGHT
MADNESS:
The Bucs will be mak
ing their third of three reg
ular season appearances on
Monday Night Football
against the Giants. The
Bucs also played at St.
Louis on Monday night
during the pre-season.
Tampa Bay is 7-6 alltime on Monday night,
including wins in four
its last six appearances.
The Bucs also downed Bal
timore in 2001 on a Satur
day night special edition of
ABC’s Monday Night
Football.
WHAT TO LOOK
FOR:
• Tampa Bay ranks
fifth in the NFL in total de

of

fense (288.5 ypg) and
fourth in passing defense
(175.8 6pg), while the Gi
ants stand third-best in to
tal offense (365.9 ypg) and
tied for third (256.4 ypg) in
passing offense.
• The Giants rank tied
for second in the NFL
(with the Jets) with 28
sacks, while Tampa Bay
has allowed just 16 sacks,
tied for sixth-fewest in the
league.
SERIES NOTES:
The Giants lead the alltime series 9-5, but the
Bucs have won two of the
past three meetings, includ
ing a 20-3 victory in 1998
at
Raymond
James
Stadium. The teams first
met in 1977, a 10-0 New
York win in Tampa. The
Giants proceeded to win
the next three games before
the Bucs won 31-3 at
Tampa Stadium during
their 1979 post-season
push. Tampa Bay followed
that up with a 30-13 victo
ry the following season.
After the teams split meet
ings in 1984, New York
won three straight games

from 1985 to 1993. The
Bucs won 20-8 at the Mea
dowlands in 1997 to all but
wrap up their fourth play
off berth.
LAST MEETING:
N.Y. Giants 17, Tampa
Bay 13 (9/12/99)
The Giants scored all
their points off Buccaneer
turnovers en route to a 1713 season-opening victory
over Tampa Bay at Ray
mond James Stadium. The
Bucs held New York to just
107 total yards and four
first downs but committed
five turnovers. On Tampa
Bay’s third play from
scrimmage, Giants DE Jes
sie Armstead hit QB Trent
Dilfer, forcing a fumble
that DT Christian Peter
scooped up and returned 38
yards for a TD. The Bucs
fought back, closing to 7-3
with a 23-yard FG by
Martin Gramatica, then
taking a 10-7 lead on a 1yard TD pass from Dilfer
to TE Dave Moore.
Meanwhile, the Bucs
defense was smothering a
Giants offense that ranked
first in the NFC in the pre

season. The Giants had just
54 total yards in the first
half and failed to cross
midfield. New York’s ini
tial first down came with
about five minutes left in
the half. But the giants’
defense struck again in the
third quarter. Backed up at
his goal line, Dilfer was
picked off by CB Andre
Weathers, who waltzed
eight yards into the end
zone to give New York a
14-10 advantage.
The Bucs countered
with another Gramatica
FG,. this one from 36 yards
out, but the offense sput
tered from there. Dilfer
was relieved by QB Eric
Zeier after tossing his third
INT of the afternoon,
which led to a 36-yard FG
by K Brad Daluiso. But
Zeier was also stymied by
the Giants defense as Tam
pa Bay mustered just 25
yards in the final quarter.
The four first downs yield
ed by the Bucs’ defense
tied a team record, while
the Giants’ 1 of 14 conver
sion rate on third down set
a team record.

It was mixed fortunes
for the St. Petersburg
College basketball teams
this past week as the men
won three straight while
the women suffered three
losses.
Coach
Earnest
Crumbley’s Titans defeated
Warner Southern College
in their home opener, 7066, then downed Brevard
and Seminole community
colleges oh the road, 91-84

and 82-76 respectively, to
extend their record to 6-1.
Their only defeat is an 8372 loss to Broward CC in
Fort Lauderdale.
The women’s team,
coached
by
William
"Hammer" Smith, was lrl
when Webber International
University came to call last
week and beat the Titans
74-63. Losses followed to a
pair of Georgia teams at the
North
Florida
Junior

College Classic in Madison
- 75-60 against Abraham
Baldwin College and 69-56
to Darton College.
The women are on the
road until Dec. 2 when they
meet Clearwater Christian
College in the gym on the
St.
Petersburg/Gibbs
Campus, 6605 Fifth Ave.
N. Tipoff is at 6 p.m.
Next up for the men at
home
is
the
SPC
Thanksgiving Shootout,

Nov. 28-29 in the SP/G
Campus gym. The Titans
play Brevard CC Friday at
8 p.m. after Seminole CC
and Tampa Swish meet at
6. Saturday, Brevard and
Tampa Swish meet at 2
p.m., followed by SPC and
Seminole at 4.
All SPC home games
are free.

Buccaneers Sign LB Smith
The
Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers
today
announced that they have
signed LB Justin Smith to
the active roster. The team
also released DT Cleveland
Pinkney from the active
roster and signed him to its
practice squad. Terms were

not disclosed.
Smith has been a mem
ber of both the active roster
and practice squad since
joining the Buccaneers in
2002. He originally joined
the team as an undrafted
free agent on April 22,
2002 and has played in one

career game.
Pinkney signed with
Tampa Bay as a free agent
on April 8, 2003. He has
played in one career game,
the season opener at
Philadelphia this season,
and has also been a mem
ber of the San Francisco

49ers and the Indianapolis
Colts. He entered the
league as an undrafted free
agent with the Colts in
200L

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Send Your Letters to:
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S-, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Rodriguez Wins AL MVP, Confirms Texas Has Discussed Trade
by Ronald Blum
NEW YORK (AP) Alex Rodriguez became
the second player from a
last-place team to win a
Most Valuable Player
award, then confirmed that
the Texas Rangers have
talked to him about a possi
ble trade.
"Management
has
approached me with a situ
ation and some choices,
and I'm just going to keep
my doors open right now,"
Rodriguez
said
from
Mexico during a confer
ence call.
Rodriguez
received
242
points
for
the
American League award in
voting by the Baseball
Writers' Association of
America. Toronto first
baseman Carlos Delgado
was second with 213
points, followed by New
York Yankees catcher Jorge
Posada with 194.
Showing the split
among the writers, 10 play
ers received first-place
votes, one short of the
record set in the 1947 NL
vote and matched in the
1977 AL vote.
Last year, Rodriguez
finished second in MVP
voting to Oakland short
stop Miguel Tejada and in
1996 he finished three
points behind the Rangers'
Juan Gonzalez.
"It means the world to
me," Rodriguez said. "I'm
so proud. It really is a vali
dation to all the hard work
and dedication."
Rodriguez has com
pleted three seasons of a
$252 million, 10-year con
tract, the richest in baseball
history. He has been paid
$53.5 million and gets
another $500,000 on Dec.
1. He also is owed $12 mil
lion plus interest in
deferred payments from
the contract's first three
seasons.
Rodriguez said he
thought there had been

talks about a possible trade
with "three of four teams"
but didn't elaborate.
"I did not approach
management, management
approached
me,"
Rodriguez said, "I’m just
going to leave the door
open."
Texas general manager
John Hart said last week he
wasn't looking to deal his
star.
"We're not having any
conversations with any
team
about
Alex
Rodriguez," Hart said. "If
anybody were to call, of
course we'd listen."
While
Rodriguez
praised Texas owner Tom
Hicks, he refused comment
several times when asked
about his relationship with
Hart and manager Buck
Showalter.
Rodriguez, who has
the right to veto trades, said
that
after
he
was
approached by the team
about a possible trade, he
thought about it for a few
days, then gave the team
"flexibility" to discuss a
deal.
He realizes it would be
difficult to trade such a
large contract.
"I'll probably end up
being the shortstop for the
Texas Rangers this year,
and that's fine with me,"
Rodriguez said.
He was picked first on
six ballots, the fewest for
an MVP winner since the

New York Yankees' Yogi
Berra in 1951. Delgado and
Posada got five firsts each.
The only other player
on a last-place team to win
an MVP was the Chicago
Cubs' Andre Dawson in
1987. Texas went 71-91
this year and has finished
last in the AL West in all
three of his seasons with
the Rangers.
"It's been a rough
three years in Texas,"
Rodriguez said.
He was the only player
picked on every ballot. He
hit .298, tied for the major
league lead with 47

homers, and led the AL in
runs (124) and slugging
percentage (.600). He had
118 RBIs, second in the AL
to Delgado's 145.
Rodriguez, the first AL
MVP since 1979 without a
.300 batting average, didn't
think he would win this
year.
"Lfelt like I was driv
ing myself crazy over this
award," he said.
Rodriguez joined the
Rangers after the 2000 sea
son and has led the league
in homers in all three years.
Delgado hit .302 with
42 homers for Toronto,

while Posada batted .281
for the Yankees with 30
homers and 101 RBIs.
"Obviously, I was
expecting to get the award
and that wasn't the case,”
Delgado said. "If they
were going to pick some

Ortiz was fifth with four
firsts and 130 points.
Boston's
Manny
Ramirez
and
Nomar
Garciaparra,
Toronto's
Vernon Wells, Oakland's
Miguel Tejada and the
Yankees' Jason Giambi got

one first-place vote each.
Tejada was last year's
MVP.
Rodriguez
gets
a
$500,000 bonus added to
his $21 million salary, and
Stewart gets $25,000 for
finishing fourth.

body from a team that did
not make it to the playoffs I
think it would have given
me an edge, but that's what
I get for thinking, I guess."
Shannon Stewart, trad
ed from Toronto to
Minnesota during the sea
son, was fourth with three
first-place votes and 140
points. Boston's David
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Don’t Miss the Gridiron Clash of These Longtime Cross-State Rivals!
Saturday, November 22, 2003 @ 4:0Gp,m.

Florida Citrus Bowl, Orlando
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Ticket info: $35 for sidelines, $30 lor corners and end zone seats avaiIabIe on both campuses
& at Ticketmaster outlets. Or call (407) 839-3930 fn Orlando or go onh'na to www.tlcketmB8ter.com.
For the iatest event information hit www.flctassie.com or eaII 1-386-481 -2511.

Quality Inn International

Rodeway Inn international

Quality Inn Plaza

7600 Internacsoua! Dr.

02? International Dr.

9000 International Dr.

Con fon Inn lake

Vista

Four Great Hotels within 10 mins, of theme parks, oflering free shuttle service to major attractions.
'Basis pet

The Florida Classic Pre-Game Concert; Friday Nov, 21, @10:00 PM;
Tinker FieM/CItrus Bowl folIowing the Step Show $25 in Advance/
$30 day of show, Presented By FrontUne Promotions

8442 Palm Parkway

The Post Game Concert: Tinker FieM/Citrus Bowl, ‘The Old Schoo! Shake Down”
Featuring; Doug E Fresh and the Too Fresh Crew, Houdini, Chubb Rock, Dana Dane, Big Daddy Kane
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Professional Hair Care PrOducts

DESIGN!

Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS’'

727-896-7760
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Areas of Concentration
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Because he finished
10th, Seattle second baseman Bret Boone gets an
automatic $250,000 raise
to $8.25 million.

o

TODAY'S Hair
323-9445
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair DEsO
447-1090
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Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

WAVES
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321-5545

321-1930
Ce\ter Stage UnisEx S
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327-4074
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ROBERT'S I lAIR SALON

866-7070
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321-8146
MrMt's Blautv
322-1712
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STATE NEWS
Law Enforcement lncreases Efforts to
Reduce Traffic Deaths During the
Holidays
JACKSONVILLE Law enforcement agencies
across the state are joining
forces with the Florida De
partment of Transportation
Safety Office to combat
two of Florida’s most dead
ly traffic issues: impaired
driving and not buckling
up. The “Buckle Up Flori
da” and “You Drink &
Drive. You Lose.”
Combined
Enforce
ment Wave is a six-week
enforcement campaign de
signed to reduce traffic in
juries and fatalities during
the holiday season. During

the campaign, which will
be held from Nov. 21,2003
to Jan. 4, 2004, officers
will be stepping-up their
high-visibility enforcement
efforts, conducting DUI
checkpoints and saturation
patrols
and
ticketing
motorists who' are not
wearing safety belts.
The unprecedented sixweek long effort is a re
sponse to the increased
number of traffic fatalities
that occur during the holi
day season from Thanks
giving to New Year’s. The
plan is to use increased

presence, along with a
hard-hitting advertising
campaign, to deter motor
ists from driving impaired
and to encourage them to
buckle up.
According to Chip
Monts, Coordinator of the.
“You Drink & Drive. You
Lose.” program, motorists
who choose to drive
impaired may lose more
than just money, time, and
freedom - they may lose
their life or take the life of
someone else.
In addition, Al Roop,
Coordinator of the “Buckle

Up Florida” program, ex
plained, “In order to keep
the roads as safe as possi
ble, law enforcement will
be focusing their enforce
ment efforts on both arrest
ing DUI offenders and get
ting motorists buckled up.”
The
“Buckle
Up
Florida” and “You Drink &
Drive. You Lose.” effort is
the first ever combined en
forcement wave in Florida
designed to reduce the
number of injuries and
deaths on Florida’s roads
during the holidays.

Ten Florida Communities Receive
$496,008 in Medical Grants
Focus on building volunteer medical emergency and public health
response capabilities
TALLAHASSEE
Florida Department of
Health (DOH) Secretary
John O. Agwunobi, M.D.,
M.B.A., recently com
mended 10 Florida com
munities for their efforts to
establish and maintain a
Medical Reserve Corps in
their communities. The
Federal Health and Human
Services
grants
were
awarded to either establish
or maintain the infrastruc
ture necessary to support a
Medical Reserve Corps.
“The Medical Reserve
Corps helps communities
coordinate the skilled hu-

man infrastructure needed
to respond to an emer
gency,” said Secretary Ag
wunobi. “These grants sup
port this citizen-centered,
volunteer efforts to ensure
the health and safety of the
community.”
Medical Reserve Corps
coordinates the skills of
physicians, nurses, health
professionals and others
who are willing to volun
teer during emergencies
and other times of commu
nity need. Volunteer re
sponsibilities may include
emergency medical care
and triage, logistic or back-

up support for trauma units
and hospitals in the event
of a disaster, immunization
campaigns and public
health awareness efforts.
A total of 167 grants
were awarded nationwide.
Florida received 10.
New
grants
were
awarded to:
• Monroe County
Health
Department
$50,000
• Palm Beach County
Medical Society Services,
Inc. - $50,000
• Lake County Health
Department - $46,008
• Escambia County

Health
Department
$50,000
• Duval County Health
Department - $50,000
•
Collier
County
Health
Department
$50,000
• City of Orlando $50,000
Continuation grants
were awarded to:
• Pasco County $50,000
• South Florida Action
(Ft. Myers) - $50,000
• Broward County
MRC - $50,000

Business Leaders Exchange Boardrooms
for Classrooms----------------------------------Florida’s schools invite business executives to serve as “principals for a day’
TALLAHASSEE
Two and a half million stu
dents, large and diverse
staffs, enormous physical
plants, human resources
challenges, growing de
mand for services and lim
ited budgets. These are the
realities of Florida’s public
schools and the daily chal
lenges faced by educators.
This week, across the
state of Florida, coinciding
with National Education
Week, local business lead
ers will exchange their
boardrooms for classrooms
by serving as “principals
for a day.” Business execu
tives will have the unique

of operation, and has made
significant contributions to
the improvement of life for
women and for all citizens
of Florida.
The inductees were:
• Sarah Ann Blocker October 27,1857-April 15,
1944. Blocker, of Live
Oak, founded Florida
Memorial College in 1879
at the age of 22, in a time of
severe educational limita
tions for African-Amer
icans in the south. Block
er's fundraising, admin
istrative and management
skills substantially con
tributed to the growth and
economic prosperity of the
institution. She served as
an inspiration to a genera
tion of Florida educators.
• Gloria Maria Estefan.
Estefan, of Miami, is the
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single most successful
crossover performer
in
Latin music history. She is
a
five-time
Grammy
Award-winning singer, ac
tress, songwriter, philan
thropist and humanitarian.
With all of her professional
accomplishments, it is her
commitment to helping
others that sets her apart.
Away from the concert
stage, Estefan is a civic
ambassador to the Miami
community and a strong
supporter of the people of
her homeland, Cuba. Este
fan has always made it a
priority to give of her time
and resources to the com
munity.
•. Mary Grizzle. Griz
zle, of Belleair Shores, was
an advocate for human and
civil rights, and a pioneer

in passing laws to expand
the rights of women and
protect the environment.
She was the first female
Republican to serve in the
Florida Legislature when
she was elected to the
Florida House of Repre
sentatives in 1963 and the
first woman elected to a
leadership position, when
she served as House Re
publican Leader ProTempore in 1974-1978.
Grizzle was responsible for
the passage of numerous
legislation form women's
rights and ecological caus
es. She was named "Dean
of the Legislature" in 1990
by the Florida Senate.
Gov. Jeb Bush recog
nizes that women are lead
ers across Florida, and has
actively recruited them to

GOD BLESS

“These events are great
opportunities to show the
community
the
huge
responsibility of managing
public schools and increase
the participation of busi
ness leaders in the educa
tional system,” said FSBA
President Andy Griffiths.
“Every day, school princi
pals deal with situations
that would test the best cor
porate ' executives, and
there’s a lot to be learned
from the exchange of
ideas.”
“Florida’s
public
schools operate one of the
largest enterprises in the
state, with 335,000 em-

ployees statewide. They’re
responsible for providing
transportation, meals, secu
rity and most important a
high quality education for
2.5 million students every
day,” said FSBY Executive
Director Wayne Blanton.
“Our schools do a phenom
enal job.”
Seventeen school dis
tricts across Florida are
participating in the events
this week, from Escambia
County in the Panhandle to
Monroe County in the
Keys.

AG Crist Asks Commission to Reject
Phone Rate Hike
——-----------TALLAHASSEE (AP)
- Attorney General Charlie
Crist joined the fray over a
proposed local service rate
hike for the state's three
largest phone companies
last Monday, asking regu
lators to throw out the $350
million request for lack of
evidence of a correspon
ding drop in long distance
rates.

BellSouth, Sprint and
Verizon are asking the Pub
lic Service Commission to
approve rate hikes that
would boost average basic
bills $3 to $7.25 per month
during the next four years.
“They are not corre
spondingly saying, any
where we can find, ‘There's
going to be a $350 million
decrease,’” Crist said,

announcing he was filing a
motion asking regulators to
reject the rate hike outright.
“We would like more docu
mentation to show exactly
how that's going to happen.
...The people deserve that.”
Representatives of the
state's long distance pro
viders say the drops in their
rates are coming, but they
haven't provided all of the

specifics.
Earlier this month, the
long distance companies
told commissioners that
they can't give information
on the exact benefits so far
in advance, partly because
they don't want to divulge
too much to their competi
tors.

There is a Reason to Read
The Weekly Challenger

Lt. Governor Jennings Inducts Three into State
Women’s Hall of Fame---------- —----------------------TALLAHASSEE
This past Monday, Lt. Gov
ernor Toni Jennings induct
ed three great Floridians
into the state Women's Hall
of Fame. "The three
women we honor are an
inspiration for all Flor
idians," Jennings said.
"These women are paceset
ters and barrier breakers.
Their diverse achievements
prove women make a posi
tive difference in our com
munities. These are truly
great women, each decid
edly worthy of recogni
tion."
In order to be consid
ered for induction into the
Florida Women's Hall of
Fame, the inductee must be
a woman who was bom in
Florida or adopted Florida
as her home state and base

opportunity to walk and
halls and tour the class
rooms of Florida’s public
schools, to glimpse the life
of a school principal and to
become educated partici
pants in the public school
system. Faculty and busi
ness executives will have
opportunities to exchange
ideas and insights on the
future of public education.
While several school
districts have held similar
events in the past, this year
marks the first time the
“principal for a day” events
have been
conducted
statewide by the Florida
School Boards Association.

government. Since taking
office, Bush has appointed
2,402 women to boards,
commissions and other
offices - 44.23 percent of
all appointments to date.
In 1992, the Florida
Legislature established by
statute the Women's Hall of
Fame to be located on the
plaza level of the Capitol,
where the names of the
inductees are permanently
displayed. Under the 1992
legislation, the Florida
Commission on the Status
of Women is required by
Oct. 1 of each year to nom
inate 10 women to the
Governor, who selects up
to three for induction.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Inter-generational Focus at
New Philadelphia-----------------maturity by providing the
intergenerational aspect of
divine empowerment for
generations to follow in the
line of family leadership
for New Philadelphia’s
future. All members are
expected to be present on
Sunday for this awe-inspir
ing approach to worship.
Divine accolades to
children and youth min
istry for their faithfulness
last Sunday. Gratitude is
extended parents and
grandparents for their help
in enabling children to rec
ognize value of having the
right spiritual priorities.
Special appreciation for

The church family will
continue to celebrate its
thirteen year existence on
Sunday
at
New
Philadelphia. Worship dur
ing mid-morning service
will be from the intergenerational aspect of all church
family life. Under the spir
itual wisdom and leader
ship
of
Deaconesses
Catherine Howell, Leila
Nixon,
and
Gloria
Williams, worship will be
offered through their
divinely empowered pres
ence.
James
and
Joyce
Robinson will integrate
their spiritual growth and

Church

Lake Maggiore
PRAY sponsored by Lake
Maggiore Baptist Church
and Southside Tabernacle
Baptist Church.
Upcoming Ministries:
- • ICE Team meets the
last three Mondays of each
month at 7:30 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall; this is a
Door to Door outreach
Ministry.

The mission of the
Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church is to be a covenant
Fellowship: Worshipping
God,
Equipping
the
Believers, Evangelizing
the Lost, Ministering effec
tively. Matthew 28:19-20
We have a Community
Food Pantry and clothes
closet that is a Ministry of

children
and
youth
chairminister and others,
for the joy of fellowship
around a “fix-your-ownsandwich” meal which fol
lowed worship service.
Christian commenda
tions to the large contin
gent of church family
members present in the
recent
neighborhood
“adoption” ceremony. The
service of adopting Twin
Brooks neighborhood, and
feast that followed was
truly a heavenly beauty to
behold - “when all God’s
children get together, what
a time!...”

• Nov. 22 - BBQ for
Lakewood High Boys
Basketball
Teams,
Cheerleaders and their
Families at Noon
• Dec. 12 - Family
Christmas Dinner at 7 p.m.
• Dec. 21 - Christmas
Cantata
in
Morning
Worship Service

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church, Brooksville
On Wednesday, Nov.
12 Presiding Elder Jerome
Denmark held the first
quarterly conference of the
2003-2004 conference year
at Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church, Mondon Hill.
Rev. Denmark began the
meeting by giving a brief
sermonette on the topic,
"Sitting on Death's Row,"
which was taken from II
Kings 7:1-9. He ended by
telling us that if we trust in
God, all we need is a little

faith, and we can do all
things. '
We then went into the
business
session
and
organization of the quarter
ly conference. The follow
ing appointments were
made: Sis. Fairella Cook,
Secretary, Sis. Marilyn
Alexander, Reporter, .and
Bro. Calvin Lawson,
Marshall.
The Rev.
Lowery will see that the
Presiding Elder receives all
other appointments and

elections after the church
holds its organization
meeting next week. Elder
Denmark commended Mt.
Zion on the progress that
was made last year under
the leadership of our pastor
and first lady, the Rev. and
Mrs. Lowery. He encour
aged the members to con
tinue working along with
the pastor to spread the
gospel beyond the four
walls of the church, the
main purpose being to win

New Hope Missionary BaptisT
Church------------------------------------------"Christians Becoming
Better Not Bitter"
The
New
Hope
Missionary Baptist Church
Family invites each and
everyone to come worship
with us in a Spirit filled
day. Sunday school starts
at 9 a.m. with Sister
Brenda Adams in charge.
Parents bring your children
and yourselves to learn
more about the God we
serve. A spirit filled devo
tion begins at 10:15 a.m.
with the Deacons of New

Hope in charge. The Mass
Choir will render Praise
and Worship service under
the tutelage of Minister
Tony Young assisted by
Brother
Vernard
McKinney. Sister Bobbie
Tampa is the Choir
Directress.
Pastor
Senior’s
Installation will commence
on Sunday, Nov. 23, Dr.
Joseph Gordon retired pas
tor of Pleasant Grove
Missionary Baptist Church
will serve the Bread of Life

at our 10:30 a.m. service.
Elder William R. Cue pas
tor of New and Living
Way, Trenton, S.C. will
deliver the installation
message at 4 p;m. Please
come and join us for this
magnificent event in the
history of our church.
Weekly Events:
Prayer Meeting/Bible
Study Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Band, Thursday
11a.m.
Youth Choir Rehearsal
Thursday, 6 p.m.

souls for Christ.
On Sunday, Nov. 16
we had a very interesting
Church School, which
began at 9:15 a.m. We are
still being challenged by
Supt. Calvin Lawson;
although our attendance
has improved, we still need
to work at bringing others
with us. Next Sunday,
Nov. 23, Bro. Lawson will
have a special treat before
the 11 a.m. worship service
begins; we will meet in the
annex for hot chocolate
and donuts. The young
people can hardty wait!
We had a spirit-filled
worship service beginning
at 11 a.m. The mass choir
sang beautifully, directed
and accompanied by Sis.
Cook, minister of music.
Pastor Lowery's sermon,
taken from Phil. 4:7-13
was on The Philosophy of
Contentment; subject and
title - "Is Anyone Really
Happy?" The Holy Spirit

was certainly present at
Mt. Zion Mondon Hill.
At 6 p.m., the senior
choir celebrated their
Anniversary. Sis. Beulah
Lawson is president; and a
beautiful program was pre
sented which was thor
oughly enjoyed.
Their
theme was taken from
Psalms 95:1 - "O come, let
us sing to the Lord; Let us
make a joyful noise to the
Rock of our Salvation."
Several visiting choirs
were present, along with
the Hernando County Male
Chorus; and a delicious
repast was served after the
program.
Remember, you are
welcome to visit us at any
time. Our telephone num
ber is (352)796-1955; or
the pastor can be reached
by calling (727) 866-0126.
We are taught here at Mt.
Zion Mondon Hill that
"LOVE MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE!"

Dear Father, You Have
Given So Much; Give
One Thing More - A
Grateful Heart.

The Lord looks down from heaven, He sees all the sons of men. - Psalm 33
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Greater Light AME Zion Church
1400 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727)823-3611
Tuesday............................................... Bible Study 7 p.m.
Friday............ ............ .......Evangelistic Service 7 p.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

Pastor Dr. Henry Jones

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

F
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L

FELLOWSHIP

CENTRAL

>■ Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

GRACE

O
service
Sunday School

9:30 - 10:30

Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30

Wed. - Pray 7:00

w
S

Phone
(813) 328-9412

H
I
P

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Bible Study 7:30

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

2120 - l9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

350137th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Sunday School

9:30 a.m.
11:15 a.m.

Church School...................................9am

Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am

Tuesday Services:

(A Woman (After
(Jod’s
Own Heart...

Queen Street
Church Ot God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue SOUth
St. Petersburg, FlOrida 33712
(727) 896-4356

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

Bible Study........................................ 7pm

Callfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

Join us os we lift up the name ofJesus

New
CoVenant
Baptist
Church

Good Samaritan
baptist Church
1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Ph: (727) 821-3265

3850 Pompano Drive SE,
Coquina Key
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Ph: 865-9636

Pastor,
Joseph Bobby Reid
Prayer/Praise Service

7:30 p.m. Wednesday

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

congregation wouCd (ite to invite you and your
famiiy to worship with us. Come as you arel

Die

8:00 p.m. Wednesday

7:00 p.m.

Youth Bible Study (Tuesday)

6:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

Prayer (Wednesday)

6:30 p.m.

Sunday Worship

Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Sunday Service ........................................................8:45 A.M.

Sunday School

Bible Study (Monday)

Prayer (Sat.)

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Spiritually Connected

Bible Study

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans

Morning Worship

Sunday Services:

Prayer Service...... ...................... 6:30pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

(727) 896-5228

Ordained (Missionary
Johnnie (Mae (Howard
Cad: 727895-5239

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE

Wednesday Bible Study-

10:00 a.m.

...................

7:00 P.M.

“Tbc Church of Love, Haalipg apd Seatoratioi,”

1

,

__________

6:00 a.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.

Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.

Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city”)

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . ........................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................ 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................. 5p.m.
Evening Worship ..................... 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday......................... ................ 7p.m.

"One. weekjrom church makes one weak,”

l

All Nations Church of
God by Faith
3000 Fourth Avenue
South. Pastors: James and
Johnnie 1. Williams church:
(727) 327-5926 or home
(727) 865-8282
Presents:
• A Night of Gospel
Singing, Saturday, Nov. 29.
Featuring: local groups &
choirs of Tampa Bay
• A Day of Jubilee on
Sunday, Nov. 30 at 11a.m.

service. Elder Andrea
Shaw, guest speaker from
Brown's Memorial Church
of God in Christ, Tampa;
Special guest choir: The
NAGPM Mass Choir, of
St. Petersburg; Dinner will
be served following serv
ice. Come and worship the
Lord with us!

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church——
Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church invites you
to join us on Sunday for
our 8 and 11 a.m. Worship
Services, and Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m.;
Wednesday evening at 6:30
for Prayer Service, and 7
for Bible study. The Youth
Ushers and Mass Choir
will serve.
November has been
designated
as
Male
Ministry Month here at
Bethel. The Laymen, Male
Ministry Choir and Male
Ministry Ushers, will cele

brate their anniversaries
with a special service on
the Fifth Sunday. The Male
Ministry
of
Bethel
Metropolitan is determined
to develop an environment
which will draw men into a
relationship with God
Bethel Metropolitan is
a friendly family in Christ
striving to give a positive
Christian witness for 100
years. Come and travel this
Christian journey with us.

Travelers* Rest Missionary
Baptist Church

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church-----------

“O GIVE thanks unto
the LORD; for He is good:
because
his
mercy
endureth forever.” (Psalm
118)
Pastor Browne and
Travelers' Rest church
family invites you to expe
rience the presence of God
as we joyfully fellowship
together.
We are the
church where Christ is the
center of attraction and the
Word of God is preached.
This fourth Sunday is
Youth Sunday. The Youth
Department will be in
charge of devotional serv
ice as well as the music
ministry. We are asking for
the support of the church
family to show our appre
ciation for the outstanding

The
Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church
Family under the leader
ship of Pastor John A.
Evans Sr. welcomes your
presence this Sunday for
Worship Service and to all
Church, related activities
and events during the
upcoming week.
Service begin at 7:45
a.m. Devotion is led by the
Deacons Ministry. The
Angelic and Teen Choirs
will sing songs of Praise
the Ushers will greet you
and Pastor Evans will
preach the divine word of
God!
Church School com
mences at 9:30 a.m. with
Superintendent in charge.
A second service is held at
10:45 a.m. opening with

Christian service our
young people are doing.
Worship Service:
8 a.m. Contemporary
9:30
a.m.
Life
Development
Sunday
School
11 a.m. Traditional
Weekly Activities:
Thurs.,Nov. 20 11 a.m.
Mid-Day Bible Study and
In-depth Study of the
Scriptures and Nursing
Home Ministry Visit
7 p.m. Konsonant
Choir Rehearsal
Fri., Nov. 21 6 p.m.
Praise Team Rehearsal
Sat., Nov. 22 II a.m.
Verlie Ford Circle Meeting
Noon Men’s Bible
Study
Mon., Nov. 24 7 p.m.

Deacon Ministry Meeting
Wed., Nov. 26 7-7:30
p.m. Intercessory Prayer
7:30-8:30 p.m. Bible
Study
Special
congratula
tions to the following
church members who were
ordained on last Sunday:
the Rev. Betty Andrews,
Deacon Wilson Wiggins
and Deaconess Crystal
Milton Brown. God's
blessing as you give serv
ice to God's people.
Looking for a church
home, we extend an invita
tion to you to join in with
us.
Needing transportation
to church contact us at
(727)822-4869.
Have a blessed week!

GOD ANSWERS

Minister of Music, Bro.
John Frazier and the Praise
Team.
Schedule of Events:
Tuesday Nov. 25, 7
p.m.
youth
Church
Enrichment and all Youth
Ministries please plan to
attend.
Wednesday Nov. 26
Noonday Bible Study.
There will be no Bread of
Life, because of prepara
tion for the Annual
Thanksgiving Day Dinner.
Wednesday night there
will be no Prayer Service
or Bible Study, however it
will resume next week at
the regular time.
Thanksgiving
Day
Service:
"Victory in Jesus"
Annual Thanksgiving Day

Praise Service will be held
Thursday Nov. 27, at 10
a.m. in the Church
Fellowship Hall. Everyone
is welcome to attend and
give thanks for another
year of blessings.
Minister
Matty
C.Lane, Spiritual Leader.
Let us continue to
keep all of our sick and
shut-in members lifted up
in prayer and love know
ing that the effectual fer
vent prayer of the right
eous availeth much.
Bereaved Families:
First Lady, Sis.Teresa
Evans lost her aunt
(Louise Lindsey S.C.) Sis.
Novella Dandridge lost her
granddaughter. Sis Hattie
Milton lost her Uncle in
Gainesvill, Fla.

MAIL

KNEE

GOD
BLESS AMERICA

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Christ Gospel Church
^7^
f KT

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

VoN

SUNDAY

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.

Tuesday Night

Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

GeneraI BibIe Study

TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Thursday Night Prayer

FRIDAY

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Rev. ctyde Williams

Wfe

welcome you at all times.

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

1

4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
wwwJakemaEEiore c@vahoo.com

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wife, Shana

John A. Evans

Sunday School.......... ...................... .................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship.............................. .................. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Disciple Training. ................... 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.................. ................... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study.. ................... 7:00 p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural
Church, Everyone Welcome!

Traveler’s Rest

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

R-mail: bchurch5 @tampabavJr.com

Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

INSTITUTIONAL
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Centennial Celebration"

'903

"100 Years of God’s Favor"

2003

9:30
10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Church

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School, - 9:30 a.m.

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday SchooI...................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.) Rev. Donald

MORNlNG WORSHlP - 1I:OO A.M.

Come Worship With
the First BaptIst FAMILY

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Are you doing what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!
Associates thru kI

.fy.-ki.'dz iff(rusedz

955 - 20th Street SOUth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PhOne: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

" Church of The Open Door -

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

FIrst Baptist

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Sunday

“fit church worhjng togetherfor the upbuilding of (fod’s kingdom”

Rev. Wayne

Missionary BaPtist
Church

<^7l/(L±2.LoncLrvu

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Sunday Morning Bible Class .................. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship . . ............. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . ............. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . . ............. 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Pentecostal Tcipplc Church of God ip Christ

fZlon
3455 26th Avenue South

Bro. Robert Smith

Phone: 323-7518

F. Browne

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

1

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.
Youth Bibl£ Study . .Thursday 6:00 PM.

Minister In Training

Home: 896-8006

Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Churqh School ............. ...9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship............... 10:30 A.M.

fRal

St. Pete, FL

(727) 906-8300

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
»

fc

820 20th Street South

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

»

1

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Bi

Sunday SchooI......................................9:30 a.m.

Pastor

-

flfc

Missionary Baptist

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

327-0997

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

Friendship

'

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

4

1
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Bethel A.M.E. Church- Celebrates Our Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
together. A second service
Great
Is
Thou Christ Jesus - The Best
109th Church Anniversary---------- ----------- Faithfulness!
is held at 11 a.m. The
!!
Is Yet To Come."

L-R: Rev. James Golden, Mrs. Hardy and Rev. Roosevelt Hardy

place to pray.
Historic Bethel A.M.E.
Church, under the leader
ship of Rev. Roosevelt
Hardy, culminated its
109th Anniversary on Nov.
16, 2003, during the 10:30
a.m. worship service. The
selected theme for this
occasion was "Looking on
Our Heritage as We Look
Ahead". The congregation
was blessed to hear the
word of God as delivered
by the Rev. James Golden,
Pastor of Ward Temple,
Bradenton, FL.
Rev.
Golden lifted the congrega
tion when he took us back
to a time before the church
existed, when God used

"Listen my children
and soon you will hear,
about a history of people
who to our hearts we hold
dear. It’s a story of faith, of
love, and of charity: It’s the
story of Bethel A.M.E."
Bethel A.M.E. Church,
located at 912 Third
Avenue North, that we now
call a historic site was once
a meeting place for great
civic plights. In the month
of November in the year of
1894, the Rev. J.S.
Braswell established a
core. His brothers, LH.
Wideman
and
C.R.
Hargray, signed for the
lumber. These early found
ing fathers were building a

judges. The morning ser
mon was extracted from
Judges 5:31- A Song of
Deborah. The sermonic
title was "God’s Plan for
Eternal Life-What is God’s
Plan for Bethel?"
In addition to the
dynamic sermon by the
Rev. Golden, the congrega
tion was lifted by songs of
praise from the Praise
Team along with selections
by visiting Christian broth
ers and sisters Glenda
Clark and Daughters, and
Theartis Scott. Bethel’s
Liturgical Dancers, under
the direction of Jackie
Jackson, also shared in the
worship experience. Sis.

God has blessed! On
last Friday evening Pastor
Clarence A. Williams cele
brated a momentous time
of Jubilance
at
St.
Petersburg Country Club in
celebration of twenty years
of faithful service to God
and mankind.
Family,
friends, church members
and fellow clergy were on
hand to share accolades of
appreciation and thanks.
The evening was special
and all in attendance
helped to make it a most
memorable
occasion.
Remembering on this
Christian journey "In

Marion Church was the
chairperson
for
this
Anniversary celebration.
Members of Bethel
have carved a motto stating
that, "We are busy as bees
and sweet as honey." In
keeping with our theme,
we invite you to attend the
following ministries on a
weekly and monthly basis:
• 8 each Sunday morn
ing- Feeding Ministry and
Bible Study
• 9 a.m. - Church
School
• 10:30 a.m. - Morning
Worship Service
• 5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Monday & WednesdayYouth Church Ministry
• 7 - Tuesday eveningBible Study
• 6 & 7 - Wednesday
evening Music Ministry
• Transportation and
Homeless Ministries
For additional informa
tion on the ministries and
church activities, please
contact
the
Church
Secretary at (727) 8222089, Monday-Friday- 9
a.m. -4 p.m
"God is good, His
goodness
endureth
throughout all genera
tions...

Pastor Williams and
the Mt. Zion Church family
welcome your presence
this Sunday for worship
and all other weekly servic
es or events. Our doors are
always open and the Love
of God reigns in this place.
We encourage one and all
to join us as we lift high the
name of Jesus.
Our Early morning
service begins at 7:30. The
Youth Choir will render
song service through out
the day.
Church School com
mences at 9:30 a.m. Join
us as we grow in the Word

Anointing of God is in the
midst of worship where
praise and thanksgiving fill
the
sanctuary.
Pastor
Williams will proclaim the
Word of God.
If you’re seeking a
church home we welcome
you to our church.
Other
ministries
include:
Monday - Bible Study,
6 p.m.
Wednesday - Early
morning prayer 6:30
Vintage Bible Study,
11 a.m.; Men’s Bible
Study, 6 p.m.;
Hour of Power, 7 p.m.

If you’re in need of a mid
week lift, join us for a
power-packed hour. Your
heart will be encouraged
and your spirit revived.
Upcoming events:
The Drama Depart
ment will hold auditions
for our Christmas play each
Thursday at 6 p.m. All per
sons, any age, male or
female, willing to work
hard and have fun are invit
ed to come. You don’t want
to miss this opportunity to
shine.
Thought for the week:
"God Is Good All The
Time, Try God And See"
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

Go<f Knows Best
Our Father knows whaT’s best
Tor us So why shouId we compIain We always want the sun-

WHEN LIFE

knocks
you to
your

shine. But He knows there must
be rain and so He tests us ofTen
wITh sickness and with paIn.
Not to hurt or punish us, but so
ThaT we may gain strength to
meet wiTh courage life’s troubles, TriaIs and sorrow, knowing
There awaITs us the joy of God’s

KNEES,

you’re
IN THE
PERFECT

position
TO PRAY!

tomorrow.

■MilimMiRHlMMHlUW
The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church
’A New Beginning ln Christ*

Jesus Saves

AII Worship Services are held at:

Covenant Presbyterian Church

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance

4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, FIorida

' The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference"

Moiling Address; P.O, Box J4542 • Si» Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Phone: 727.895:7700

Sunday Morning Worship
10 a.m.
Church School & Prayer
9 aan.
Weekly BibIe Study Tuesdays 7 pan.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.

Scheduled Services - Sunday
Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time ~ 9:30 a.m. Pralse & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service-'iO;oo a.m.
Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study - Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor
Re». Peggy M. Peterman

Assistant Pastor

0tt

Corno-al Arts Programs After School
Mon., Wed.. Friday - 6:00pm - 8:(IOpm
Free Registration

2611 5th. Ave.« St. Petersburg, FL 33711

For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director,i
at: (727)821-9472

Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591

Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for all services •

the aoUct Tiech, 9Qteutd - oil othei qwMwi Ci. iuthduy

Trinity JPresbyterian Church, USA
2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810

Your presence is welcomed

MiAAuMoAq. aapfiAt QhuAch

Unity Temple Of Truth
Church

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School............ ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........ ..................................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................................... 4:30p.m.
Communion............................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays....................................................... .................. 7:30 p.m.

11 Prescott Street South

9:00 AM ................. .............. Prayer Time
9:30 AM ............ .............. Sunday School

H^RSB

11:00 AM ....... . ................... ........... -Worship
12:30 PM After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

You are invited, to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

Sunday Morning Study ............10:00 AM
Morning Worship ......................11:00 AM
Rev. Emily Gillespie, Guest Minister
(The Church Of The Daily Word)

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

AH Nations Church of
God By Faith

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Morning Worship..................................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship........ ..............................
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and BibIe Class Wed............................... ...7:00 p.m.
EIder: Tony Smith
Transportation to Church: 727-743-3993 or 727-798-4430

Communion is observed quarterIy
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School ........................................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...............................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ........................................................... 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).......... 6:00 p.m.
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Me£n

Church Phone: (727) 323-3210

Prayer is a tremendous
force. It can heal a
broken body...repair a
severed relationship...or
restore a Joy that has
been lost

CnmmumttJ Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry................................................ ............................. Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.................................................................................. ..
James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry......................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry ............................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People" .

; 3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School......... .'..... .9:30 an.
Morning Worship.........
llam

Night worship..................pm.
Tuesday Etole Class
Friday Tarry Service

8 p r-i
......................... 8 p.m.

Saturday Sabbath School

Rev. Joseph Gordon

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL * 327-3186
Morning Worship.............................
7:45a.m.
Sunday SchooI ...................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .......................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................
5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship........... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
BibIe Sludy/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Ham

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

■ Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

St. John (Missionary (Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

PEACEFULZION M.B. CHURCH
8

1

2051 - 9th Avenue South,

St Petersburg, FL 33712
Clifford F Cannedy, Sr, Pastor

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

1813) 822-2455

Church SchooI.. .. 9.30 a in.
Morning WorshIp WOO a.m
B T.U ............... 5.00 p.m
Evening Worship ... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
BibIe Class .
7.30 p m

Sunday Service ............................................................... 8:00 a.m
Sunday SchooI................................................................. g:30 a m
Morning Worship ..................................
11:00 am
Baptist Training Union .................................................... 5-00 p m

RehearsaI....... ......5:30 p.m..
i ThWdayNayer 1 Church ?
School Study........ 7;30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Lk6iNekear8al..;.11:86 a.m.

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Weekly Services

Bible CIass Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
‘The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is oh

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

EpiscopaL Church

1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL
EIder Clarence WeIch, Pastor

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Sr«

Sunday Schoo110 a.m.

Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday

Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the

Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Rev. a. Anthony Robinson

in

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus ”
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NATIONAL NEWS
Thirty Years Later, Boston Considers Life Ray Charles Gives $1 Million to Dillard
Without Forced Busing------------------------ University---------------------- ------------ —
by Ken Maguire
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - It's
an enduring image: black
children being pelted with
rocks and bottles as they
were bused into Boston's
white neighborhoods to go
to school.
It was all part of a tur
bulent period in the city's
history as it sought to undo
decades of segregated and
inequitable schools.
Thirty years later, those
violent images remain in
exorably linked to Boston
and its image, and the city
continues to battle the per
ception that it is a hostile
place for people of color.
But the landscape has
changed; these days, black
and Latino students domi
nate and it's whites who are
outnumbered in the school
system.
And now city and
school officials, saying
they want to encourage
more involvement by par
ents by putting students in
schools closer to where
they live and they want to
find ways to save money
by reducing transportation
costs, are hoping to do
away with widespread bus
ing and return to "neigh
borhood schools."
“It's really the issue of
how do you get the best
kind of community engage
ment in schools, and really
focus on the parents as
partners and make it easy
for them to really partici
pate,” Schools Superinten
dent Thomas Payzant said.
“That's one of the things
that we haven't done as
well in Boston as I would
have liked.”
But State Rep. Byron
Rushing, a black Democrat
from Boston who support
ed busing in the 1970s, said
issue remains a hot button
among minorities.
Based on history,
Rushing said, minorities
have no reason to trust pro
posals originating in and
supported by white neigh
borhoods, a white mayor,
and a white superintendent.
“White leadership in
this city has no sense of

history,” Rushing said.
“You cannot talk about this
unless you have a serious
discussion about race and
the school system. We will
have no serious reassign
ment proposals until they
originate in communities of
color.”
The
city's
public
schools are now 86 percent
minority and race is no
longer used in determining
where students are as
signed to attend school.
In the years since U.S.
District Court Judge W. Ar
thur Garrity's 1974 ruling
that ordered busing to inte
grate schools, thousands of
white parents refused to
send their kids to schools in
Boston's predominantly
black neighborhoods of
Roxbury, Dorchester and
Mattapan.
Instead, white students
flocked to private and paro
chial schools, or their par
ents moved out of the city
and to predominantly white
suburbs.
“We're letting go of a
policy that doesn't work,”
said Ann Walsh, president
of the anti-busing group
Boston's Children First.
“This is a very exciting
moment.”
More than decade ago,
the federal court ended its
supervision of Boston's de
segregation efforts. So
school officials here would
not need to go back to the
courts to seek approval to
scale back busing.
Nationwide, schools
have returned to a segregat
ed makeup because of
demographic shifts and ex
pirations of court orders,
according to Gary Orfield,
director of the Harvard
Project on School Desegre
gation.
“The real frontier on
segregation is no longer
Boston, it's the suburbs,”
Orfield said. “Because
Boston was the least suc
cessful and most polarized
place in the North, it al
ways remains visible. Peo
ple pay attention to it. But
they're on the back end of
the trend.”
In 1990, Boston creat

ed three zones that used
race and parental prefer
ence for assigning kids to
its 102 elementary and
middle schools. Fearing a
precedent-setting decision,
Boston in 1999 dropped
race as a factor under threat
of a lawsuit from white
parents.
That same year, Mayor
Thomas
Menino
an
nounced he would push for
a return to neighborhood
schools, with a goal of
building five new schools
in minority neighborhoods,
which saw more than 30
schools close in the years
after Judge Garrity's ruling.
Today, the policy is
that half the seats are re
served for kids who can
walk to school, and the
other half are filled by kids
from other parts of the city.
Parents complain that they
can't get their kids into a
good school down the
street, while a neighbor
did, all by virtue of luck in
a random draw.
Minority students blacks, Latinos and Asians
- comprise about 86 per
cent of the city's 62,000
public school students, up
from 48 percent in the mid1970s.
School officials in midNovember plan to release a
draft proposal to change
the assignment policy. Pay
zant said any changes
would be implemented for
the 2005-06 school year.
The city estimates it
could save up to $25 mil
lion in transportation costs
by reducing busing at a
time when state school
funding is down 15 per
cent.
City Councilor James
Kelly, who was arrested
several times while protest
ing forced busing into his
South Boston neighbor
hood in the 1970s, calls
busing a failed attempt at
"social engineering."
“The Boston public
school system today is so
predominantly minority
that any attempt at racial
balancing is out of the
question,” Kelly said.
White, middle-class

students have “almost en
tirely escaped” Boston
public schools, according
to a recent report by the
Lewis Mumford Center for
Comparative Urban and
Regional Research at the
University at Albany. Half
of white elementary-age
students now attend private
schools, one of the highest
rates among other big ci
ties, according to the re
port.
More recent Boston
residents say they are in
trigued by the possible re
turn to neighborhood
schools.
“This is a defining mo
ment for Boston,” said the
Rev. Gregory Groover, pas
tor of Charles Street
A.M.E. Church in Boston's
Roxbury neighborhood.
“It's a workable idea
toward ensuring greater
parent and community
ownership of the schools.”
Groover acknowledges
such a move likely would
decrease racial diversity,
although systemwide that's
been happening for dec
ades, at least as measured
by declining enrollment of
white students. Latino stu
dent enrollment rose 46
percent between 1990 to
2000, to nearly 28,000 stu
dents today.
“There are other ways
of exposing our children to
diversity, even if we don't
necessarily see it in the
classrooms,” said Groover,
who is black and moved
from New York City to
Boston in the early 1990s.
Some say building
more schools is an answer.
Until the socio-economic
profile of Boston's students
change, there will continue
to be academic problems,
according to Orfield.
More
walking
to
schools, he said, “means
that the students will be
confined to schools that are
racially and economically
segregated. Building a new
school doesn't solve those
problems, it just gives them
a new facade.”

NEW ORLEANS (AP)
- Ray Charles has donated
$1 million to Dillard Uni
versity to go toward the
creation of a program about
black culture, the school
announced last Monday.
The donation will cre-

ate an endowed faculty po
sition and program devoted
to the musical, culinary,
artistic and linguistic con
tributions of black Ameri
cans, Dillard spokeswoman
Maureen Larkins said.
Charles received an

We Encourage You to
Sumbit Your Articles of
Interest to the Community
and Pictures for Publication
In The Weekly Challenger

honorary degree in May
from Dillard, a private, pre
dominantly black school
associated with the United
Methodist Church and the
United Church of Christ.
Charles donated the
money in the name of the

Robinson Foundation for
Hearing Disorders, a labo
ratory he founded in 1987
for the treatment and re
search of hearing prob
lems.

N
Bail Bonds
2523 34th Street South
St, Petersburg, FI. 33711

(727! 3S3-111O
V Fax (7871 387-6935

Kashn’fferry,

Give Thanks
Make Kash n' Karry a part of your holiday,

fcr your convenience iB

stores wi be open uni

4:00pm Thanksgiving
evening.
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER

BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS!
Whole

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

TciMfcrfowi
SneWdlOTCteto
totfed
foi krdehin $449 h

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
UiKKtMSUStXl!

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

I

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
U.N. Official Warns of 'Bloodbath*
(GIN)-A U.N. official
says the northeastern part
of the Democratic Republic
of Congo risks what she
calls a "bloodbath" without
effective international in
tervention.
Iulia Motoc, the U.N.
Special Rapporteur on the
DRC's Human Rights, told
the General Assembly last
week that the situation re
mains dire in northeastern
Ituri province.

Fighting between Ituri's ethnic Hema and Lendu
militias has claimed at least
50,000 lives in the past
four years. Violence has
continued despite the pres
ence of some 4500 U.N.
peacekeepers.
Last Saturday, a militia
commander was shot dead
and nine of his men were
arrested when the group
opened fire on a UN mili
tary patrol in the embattled

Ituri District, northeastern
Democratic Republic of the
Congo, a UN official re
ported. The Ituri conflict is
part of a larger regional
war that began in 1998 and
once involved as many as
six countries, as well as a
number of rebel groups and
ethnic militias. More than
three million Congolese
died in that conflict.
The Congolese war
formally ended in July with

the swearing-in of a nation
al unity government that
includes rebel groups.
Meanwhile, The New
Vision, a governmentowned Ugandan daily, re
ported recently that the
Uganda People's Defense
Force (UPDF) had reoccu
pied the Ruwenzori Moun
tains, on the border with
the Congo, to stem any reb
el attack from the Congo.

Africa and Western Hemisphere Feed
60% off U.S. Oil Needs------------------------by Varsha Gupta d'Souza
WASHINGTON, DC
(IPS/GIN) - Africa and the
Western Hemisphere to
gether supply the U.S. with
more than 60 percent of its
crude oil and gas needs.
Matthew T. McManus,
acting director of the State
Department's International
Energy and Commodity
Policy Office, told the Sen
ate's International Econom
ic Policy, Export and Trade
Promotion Subcommittee
that as a supplier, Nigeria is
especially important to the
U.S.
Nigeria is the fifth larg
est supplier of crude oil to
the U.S. market, with ex
ports averaging nearly
600,000 barrels per day
(BPD) in 2002, McManus
told the lawmakers in his
written testimony.
Importantly, he said,
about 65 per cent of Ni
gerian crude oil production
is light and sweet, meaning

in oil parlance that it is par
ticularly suited for U.S.
refineries since it yields
high volumes of gasoline.
"Nigeria," he confi
dently predicted, "has the
potential to increase its
crude oil production signif
icantly in the next few
years as recent deep-water
discoveries
come
on
stream."
Besides vast oil re
serves, McManus remind
ed his audience, Nigeria is
also sitting on an estimated
124 trillion cubic feet
(TCF) of proven natural
gas reserves - the ninth
largest in the world.
Because of a lack of in
frastructure, however, Ni
geria now flares or bums
off much of the natural gas
it produces and re-injects
only about 12 per cent to
enhance oil recovery, he
said. But the country is
beginning to develop its
gas resources and infra-

structure, he added.
McManus also high
lighted other new and ex
isting oil producers in Afri
ca, including Angola, Ga
bon, Equatorial Guinea,
Sao Tome, and Chad. U.S.
energy firms, he told the
lawmakers, are key in Afri
ca's ongoing emergence as
an energy-supplying re
gion.
"From the large firms,
such as ExxonMobil and
ChevronTexaco, to the
smaller oil firms such as
Amerada Hess, Marathon,
Devon Energy, Vanco,
Kerr-McGee, and others,
U.S. companies bring the
most advanced technolo
gies, resources and capital
to assist African countries
in developing their energy
resources."
The Angolan petrole
um industry now produces
up to 900,000 barrels per
day, a figure expected to
increase substantially in the

coming years as new fields
are brought on line. During
2003 more than 350,000
barrels per day of Angola's
production have come to
the U.S.
Gabon, sub-Saharan
Africa's third largest oil
producer, produces about
300,000 barrels of oil per
day, McManus said.
He further stated that
Equatorial
Guinea
is
emerging as a major oil
producer in the Gulf of
Guinea. "On average,
Equatorial Guinea pro
duced 179,000 barrels per
day of liquids (including
crude and natural gas liq
uids) in 2002. By 2010
Equatorial Guinea should
have 515,000 barrels per
day of oil and natural gas
liquids, given current
trends and will also be a
supplier of liquefied natu
ral gas."

Uganda President Seeks Trade, Not
Aid------------------------------------------------------by Varsha Gupta d'Souza
WASHINGTON, DC
(IPS/GIN) - President Yo
weri Museveni of Uganda
has asked developed na
tions for trade rather than
aid, saying taxpayers in
those nations paid twice for
development assistance.
In a letter published in
The Wall Street Journal last
Thursday, Museveni said
that keeping the developed
world dependent on hand
outs, "is a recipe for perma
nent poverty".
"The only way we can
break out of this vicious
cycle is through trade and
export-led growth." Muse
veni called on developed
nations to "scale back the
agricultural subsidies and
over-production which de
press world prices and
close rich country markets
to Africa's rural majority".

The European Union, society... Regardless of size
he said, was one of the or per capita GDP, each of
worst offenders, noting that its member states has an
the practice of dumping effective veto. That power
commodities at a fraction gives Africa a real say, but
of what they cost to grow only if we use it sensibly,
was also a bad policy for not for theatrical effect,"
the rich nations' farmers the president wrote.
and for the broader econo
He
said
Africans
my.
should have supported US
Museveni regretted the Trade Representative Rob
failure of the last round of ert Zoellick's "bold propos
talks of the World Trade al on agriculture... instead
Organization (WTO) at of allowing it to be watered
Cancun, Mexico, saying down to satisfy the EU."
that, "We Africans could
He urged that trade is
have done more to keep the sues be resolved within the
negotiations on track."
WTO framework.
"Shouting at the dark
"As rich countries right
will fix nothing. But we their policies, prices at the
have candles to light. We farm gate will increase,
have a rules-based trading causing incomes in devel
system and we can change oping countries to rise and
the rules. That is the beau creating new markets and
ty, the challenge, of the investment opportunities
WTO.
for U.S. business. Isn't that
"It is not a debating a better way to promote

development in Africa?"
WTO ministers gath
ered in Cancun, Mexico in
September in a bid to
breathe life into moribund
trade-liberalization talks
that were launched in Doha
on November 2001 and
were due to conclude by
January 1,2005.
But the meeting col
lapsed after bickering over
cross-border investment,
and competition added to a
more fundamental dispute
about farm subsidies in
richer states and the high
tariffs on agriculture im
ports from developing na
tions.
Delegates to Cancun
nonetheless agreed on a
Dec. 15 target for a consen
sus on how to revive the
Doha round.

South Africa is Biggest Investor in
West and East Africa---------- ----------by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - South
Africa is now the biggest
foreign investor in west
and east Africa, excluding
the gas and oil industry,
says an industry analyst.
The continent’s biggest
economy, South Africa,
now outstrips traditional
investors such as the US,

Britain and France, says
Nuema Grobbelaar, head of
the Business in Africa pro
gram at the South African
Institute of International
Affairs.
"There’s a realization
that South Africa has a
competitive edge on the
African continent that it
doesn’t have in the more

First, the lifting of
trade sanctions after apart
heid ended in the early
1990s.
And second, African
countries have started to re
vamp their economies to
meet guidelines laid down
by the World Bank and
other financial institutions.

developed markets of Eur
ope or the United States or
Asia or Latin America,"
Grobbelaar was quoted as
saying in a recent New York
Times report.
South African invest
ment in Africa has boomed
over the last ten years, says
the report, largely because
of two developments. ,

GOD DLE66 AMERICA

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

CLARK,
LARRY
LEONARD, 41, died
November
7,
2003.
Survivors include five sis
ters, Wanda Faye Cooper,
Freda Maria (Gregory)
Exum, Emily Antoinette
Faircloth, Tangela Genice
Clark and Hattie Mae
Clark; two deceased broth
McELROY, JANICE
ers, Kenneth Maurice
YVONNE,
51,
died
Faircloth
and
Barry
November
10,
2003.
Bernard Clark (his twin);
Survivors include Yohn
several aunts and uncles;
McElroy, St. Petersburg;
his nieces and nephews,
. her mother and father,
Curtis
(Jacqualey),
George A. and Maggie
Latasha, Joseph, Kenneth,
McElroy, St. Petersburg;
Jr., Amanyal, Mariah, Eric
two brothers, George M.
and LaGerald; and several
(Gilda Faye) and Michael
friends and other family.
(Deborah), all of St.

Petersburg; one sister,
Evelyn
McElroy,
St.
Petersburg; two uncles,
Louis Wilbon, Wetumpke,
Al., and Harold Myrick, St.
Petersburg; four aunts,
Janie Myrick, Louise
Wilbon, Carolyn and Helen
Hall, all of St. Petersburg;
three special nieces, Jean
(Altonio) Kennedy, Keshia
Poole, St. Petersburg, and
Carla Poole, Tampa; two
special
grandchildren,
Yohnika and Yohn, Jr.,
McElroy, and their mother,
Tomika Word, all of St.
Petersburg; and several
cousins, nieces, nephews
and
friends.
McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.

PRAYER
HELPS

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

Petersburg.

My Soul Mate

LEWIS, GENERAL
LEE, 66, died November 4,
2003. Survivors include his
wife, Linda Lewis; one
daughter,
Brendolynn
(Clearance, Jr.) LewisCason; three sons, General
Lee Lewis, Jr., Atlantic
City,
N.J.,
Rudolph
(Barbara) Wayne and
Oscar (Angela) Wayne, St.
Petersburg; 10 grandchil
dren; one great grandchild;
one
brother,
Bishop
Laymon
(Allie
Mae)
Lewis, Atlantic City, N.J.;
four
sisters,
Thelma
Reynolds, Alberta Coston,
Ruthie (John) Lewis and
Lola Mae Lewis, all of St.

Petersburg; a dear friend,
Evelyn Wright; and several
aunts, nieces, nephews,
cousins and other friends.
Zion Hill Mortuary, St.

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-22661 FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Your wife,
Linda

"It's all taken care of"

A FulI Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

As God created woman
for man, He also created
you and I to love each
other. Yes, He has called
you to rest with Him, and
there will be an emptiness
in my heart for you, yet I
found an everlasting love
when I fell in love with
you. You were my soul
mate, my love, my husband
and my sweetheart, and I
knew we’d love each other
always the first time we
met.

call out to' you, but you
won’t answer. That’s when
I’ll think of you and our
love, your warmth, your
courage and your strength.
Then, I’ll softly hear you
whisper to me the words of
what Jesus says, “Lo, I’ll
be with you always.”
My soul mate, my
love, my husband, my
sweetheart, I knew we’d
love each other always the
first time we met.

Glancing back over the
years, the winter will pass,
the rain will be over and
gone, but not the love
we’ve shared. You were my
backbone. You’ve been
there for me, and you’ve
ravished my heart, treating
me like a queen. Thank you
for loving me with all your
heart and soul.
Life is a test. Life is a
trial, and life is only tem
porary. Sometimes I might
feel as if I can’t go on. I’ll
look for you, but I won’t be
able to find you. I’ll even

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Serenity Funeral Home. Inc.
Family Budget Plan $1,399.00
(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)
Traditional Burial $2,199.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket)
Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Services

Elder Leon Lavell Thomas, Sr.

Cremations

Founder/Executive Director

Lisa M. Speights-Harley, L.F.D.

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-515-9491

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:

MEET
YOUR
M ATCH

African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency
Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life-Health-Dental-Vision
DisabiIityCommerciaI
Liability & Bonds Also

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

"When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”
All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 492-8195
Bonded & Insured
LicJtER13012312

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

www.africanaonline.com
www.toonari.com

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

PICK OF THE
WEEK!
5-23-24
30-45-52

CA$H 3
413 570 897

338
049 767 215

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.
For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

DO YOU HAVE

SOMETHING
TO SELL?

Cl A^lFIFTY’s

AVON - Be your

The HospICe

own boss. $10 to get
started. Call Rene at
727-692-2193.

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

(All band instruments)

A Unique Profession/!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
HHHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

HOLY
HOUSEKEEPING
SERVICES
Specializing in clean
ing churches only,
everything inside of
the church. Free esti
mate,
reasonable
prices. For more
information, call 8211734.

One Bright Idea
After Another!
People across the cotrtry are learrsrg what our
2.1 million customers dreedy knw: tW Bright
House Neworks Is deliverifg the future vf
irformation arid ettertairroent, Jan ua hew to
seeforyourseffi

VIstt Us
In Person:

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

Ctoarwatar
2530 Draw St.
2114 Brow St

• Candidates mist apply
by November 30,2003 *

St. Pete
11500 9th St. N.
233 Slat St. N.

The seieCted treiwduai will assist customers by
demosbatirg effective problem soivtng skifi&
ptwifing quality customer service and
knowledge of prices, programming choices and
instaflation scheduling; utiflang dear/eencise
verhal/written communication skiHs; and
responding!® biSng queaGons.

Madeira Beach
14995 Gulf Blvd.,
Suita C

Pine Mas Park
ParksWs Mat)

Requires high school diploma (or equivalent}!
minimum of ax months of office, clerical ahd/or
customer service experience; excefert
telephone skills and 35 wpm typing skife.
Computer and sates experience preferred-

• Career Growfe Potert84> Res Cabte &
&

Internet ♦

Disability Insurance « Tuition Reimbursement

Job Kottbus:
727-797-1818,
»xt 8040.

C ct

•

EVERARD HARRIS
Piano • Drums • Guitar

Hoiidays & Time Off • ACttKPWi&Mtar®

fiWM

aw ana

bright^

•FAMU Marching 100
• Army Band
• Bay Point Middle Band

Call:

866-1034

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF
CHAPTER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETITIVE
NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE CITY OF TAMPA'S WOMEN./
MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM
The City of Tampa desires to procure Professional Architectural and Engineering serv
ices in connection with a Two-Way Citywide Radio Communications System.
Services will include but may not be limited to development of alternative communi
cation system conceptual designs, Propagation Study, voice & data tower locations,
Shared Systems, Narrow Banding, and Alternative System designs, Estimates of
Construction and Equipment Costs, reviewing availability of grants, development of
System Design, Licensing, Implementation, Acceptance Testing Criteria for
City/Agency approval, Agency/Department Meetings, Coordination with user agen
cies, preparation of grant applications, Bid/RFP Document preparation, and Bid/RFP
Evaluation and services during construction. No further data will be available before
the deadline established for the submission of Letters-Of-Interest. Questions may be
directed to Jim Greiner, P.E., Contract Administration, City of Tampa DPW, 4th Floor
North, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602; Telephone (813) 274-8598, fax
(813) 274-8080, or e-mail Jim.Greiner@tampagov.net. Firms desiring to provide these
services to the City must submit three copies of a Letter of Interest and any supple
mental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon the following
criteria items: Successful RF Propagation and Radio System Design Experience(30%);
Experience with Projects of similar Scope and Complexity(30%); Workload and
Availability(15%); Office Location(5%); Past Performance/Low Amount of City
Work(10%); Standard Form #254(5%);
Planned W/MBE Participation(5%);
Professional Registration Number or other proof of your firm's eligibility for selection
under FS 287.055. These items must be delivered to Jack P. Morriss, P. E., Acting
Chairman, Consultants Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - DPW 4th Floor North, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602, marked "RFQ-RFprop",
NO LATER THAN 2 P.M., Thursday, December 18,2003.

NOTICE OF ACTION
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND

PROFESSIONAL REGULATION
IN RE: The license to practice Real Estate of: Lee Health, P.O.
Box 340129, Tampa, Florida 33694. Case No. 200182915. The
Department of Business and Professional Regulation, has filed
and Administrative Complaint against you a copy of which can
be obtained by contacting the Division of Real Estate, 400 W.
Robinson St., Suite N-801, Orlando Florida 32801, (407) 4815632. If no contact has been made by December 25, 2003, the
matter will be presented at an ensuing meeting before the
Department of Business and Professional Regulation’s

Secretary’s designee in an informal proceeding.

(101150

4-5 6-2 1-5

PLEASE E-MAIL ALL ADS TO:

7-3 1-4 6-7

YOUR AD

IN TODAY
Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) If everyone wants to do their own
thing, let them. Put your efforts into making constructive
improvements to your environment and to your state of mind.
Your ability to deal with others will help you in getting the sup

port you need. Situations could easily get blown out of propor
tion if you have made unreasonable promises.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Try to get away with your mate.
Sit back and observe, regardless of how hard that might be. You
may not- be able to help, but your support will be favorable.

Don't jump too quickly regarding an investment that appears to

be good.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Opportunities to go out with clients
or colleagues will be in your best interest. You may want to tell

E-MAIL
ALL ADS

GOULD BE

2500 M.L.

HERE

The Weekly Challenger

ins St, S.

WORKING

72 7) 896-2922

FOR YOU!

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

SUBSCRIPTION:
$30 Annually by Mail

someone how you really feel. Travel opportunities must be taken
advantage of. Educational pursuits, or projects that could lead to

new outlooks should be on your agenda.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) You can enjoy short trips. You can
meet new and exciting friends who will provide mental stimula
tion. Your ability to work with detail will bring recognition. Be
careful not to show your temper when dealing with the boss.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Look into intellectual and physical
games that will test your abilities. You are in a high energy, get
it all done, mood and you'll have little patience with those who
are slacking off. Travel and entertainment will be pleasurable.

Visitors may be likely to drop by.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Think twice before you say some
thing you might regret later. Travel will promote romantic con
nections. Emotional relationships will be plentiful if you attend
group activities. Take a different approach; make an offer they
just can't refuse.
LIBRA (Sept: 24-Oct. 23) Let your boss know your goals.
Investments may be misrepresented this week. Be careful that
you don't overextend yourself. You will have splendid sugges

tions for fund raising events.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Your emotions will be touched off
concerning recent encounters with your lover. You should be
getting into self-improvement projects. Your pursuits may end
up being fruit less. You will be well looked upon due to your

compassionate and giving nature.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Don't trust others with pri
vate in formation that could be used against you. Get involved

in groups that will help you meet established individuals.
Investments may not be as lucrative as you thought. However,
you may not attract the kind of interest you had in mind.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) In-laws may cause difficul
ties. Travel should be considered. You can anger others quickly
this week. Avoid overspending on items for your home. Keep
your thoughts and opinions to yourself and you wont get
dragged into an unsavory debate. Your determination and sheer
desire to do your own thing will be successful.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Try to curb your bad habits, and
compromise if your partner gives you an ultimatum. Try not to
overspend on luxury items. Take time to listen to children and

help them with projects that seem impossible to them.
Advancement can be yours if you put your efforts into work

related matters.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Heed the advice given by family or
old reliable friends. Don't let your jealousy be the reason for a
decaying relationship. Get friends to help you with the prepara
tions. Be careful not to reveal private information.

smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

HOTLINE NUMBERS
The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)
Family Resources Counseling:
(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

Name

Address

State

City

Zip Code

Phone

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

Is this a renewal? ____If so, who is your carrier?

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 896-2922

CALL TODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make checks payable to:
The Weekly Clutllenyer
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Happy lhanksgiving
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For your convenience, Publix stores will be open regular hours on Wednesday, November 26 and
Friday, November 28, 2003. We will be closed on Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 27.

publix.
Where shopping is a pleasure?

Visit our website at www.publix.com
dKPNE
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Publix
Young Turkey

Boar's Head®
Boneless
Smoked Ham

Broad Breasted, USDA Inspected,
Grade A, Frozen,
10 to 24-lb Average

Sweet Slice,

.A Fine Holiday Tradition!
Publix is proud to be the only
supermarket in Florida to offer
Roar’s Head® products.

STAR

Prices Effective Thursday, November 20 through Wednesday, November 26, 2003.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, Finellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Highlands,
Brevard, Orange, Seminole and Osceola.

Quantity Rights Reserved.
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DELI

Publix Deli
Homestyle
Potato Salad

Hamilton
Shank Portion Ham
Smoked, Lower Salt
(Butt or Whole Portion ... lb 1.49)

l\ZI E

■

T

Publix Honey Cured
Spiral Sliced Half Ham...

For Fast Service, Grab & Go!,
32-oz cont.

A4Q
ibZt

With Brown Sugar or Honey Glaze
Packet (Boneless Pre-Glazed With
Honey or Brown Sugar Half or Honey
Whole ... lb 4.49, Pre-Glazed Honey or
Brotvn Sugar Half or Whole ... lb 2.99)

Oscar Mayer
Buy
-p-p r> r»
Sliced Bacon .. .GetOnei^ivALJC
Original, Lower Sodium or Thick,
16-oz pkg.
Save up to 4.39

O ELI

Fully
Fully Cooked
l
Turkey Dinner

a

35"
Includes 10 to 12-tb Publix Fully
OE L i

Cooked Turkey, 3 1/4-lb Dressing,
3 1/4-lb Mashed Potatoes, l~qt Gravy
and 1-lb Cranberry/Orange Relish,
Serves 7 to 10 People, Heat and Serve,
each

Boar's Head®
__
759
Honey Maple Ham
ib
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!
Save up to .30 lb

Pumpkin Pie,
8-inch

SweeT
Potatoes

Just the Right Spices,
From the Publix Bakery,
24-oz size

A Holiday Favorite

O A K E R' Y

Decorated Cupcakes,
6-ct.................... .............

produce

299

Chocolate, Yellow or Assorted,
Decorated for Your Holiday Feast,
From the Publix Bakery, 12-oz pkg.
(Decorated Cupcakes,
12-ct. 24-oz png.... 5.49)

Fruit StoIlen........

339

Plain or With Almond Filling,
From the Publix Bakery,
16 to TS-oz size

Southern
Veggies ...........,,
Green. or Pole Beans,
Yellow or (Zucchini Squash,
Choose Your Favorite

Idaho
Potatoes...,,

lb

99*
199

All Purpose, Genuine,
10-lb bag

dRP--R£QO/^

The Purchase of One (1)
64-oz hot.

Ocean Spray
Juice

12-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola Products

12-Pack Michelob
Light Beer

12-oz can (Limit three deals on selected
advertised varieties.) (Selected CocaCola Products, 2-L hot...... .99)

Or Michelob, Michelob Ultra,
Michelob Amber Bock, Rolling Rock
or Rolling Rock Rock Light Premium
Light, 12-oz LNNR hot.

i

Robert Mondavi
Woodbridge
Chardonnay Wine
Or Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot
Grigio, Zinfandel or Merlot, 1.5-L hot.
(Limit twelve on selected
advertised varieties )

Assorted Varieties, Cocktail,
100% or Grapefruit Juice.
Limit one deal
per coupon per customer.
Customer is responsible
for all applicable taxes.
Coupon effective
November 20- 26, 2003.
LU# 6013

